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Students rally against renovation plan
By Nat Padget
Associate Editor
An estimated 1200 students filled the
deteriorating amphitheater Tuesday night
to protest the administration's plans for
renovation of the the historic campus landmark.
In what was termed a "fantastic show of
student support" by student body president Mike Baxley, Clemson students expressed vocal opposition in a manner unprecedented in recent years.
Coordinator of the rally, Steve Wright,
led student opposition to the plan. "This is
something that I think is very important to
a lot of students. I know it is important to
me as a Clemson student. The purpose of
this rally is to discuss the proposed plan of
renovation for this site (the outdoor
theater). I hope that you will put forth your
opinions about this plan so that we can
have some input as to what students think,
so that the administration will have to
listen to us.
"It is the responsibility of each student
to voice his approval or disapproval of this
plan. You will have to live with it now and
in the future. I hope that after you
graduate from Clemson, that you will be
able to come back and you will be able to
recognize some spots on campus, like this
spot right here.
"If we are going to change the future of
the world, we might as well start at Clemson University."
Robert Eflin, of the master planner's office, was next to speak at the rally. His
presentation of the administration's current renovation plan was interrupted by
shouts and jeers from students.
"The outdoor theater is the center of
campus and is perhaps one of the most important areas because so many of you use
this area." Eflin went on to give a brief
history of the outdoor theater, which was
constructed in 1940.
"This particular building is made of
brick, which has been covered with a
plaster. The brick is very soft, which is the
basic problem of the amphitheater stage.
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Tuesday night. Many voiced vocal opposition to the administraTO SHOW THEIR opposition to the current outdoor theater
tion's plan.
renovation plan, about 1200 students attended the soap rally last
amphitheater is a part of tradition. It was
"President Edwards said something the
This brick acts somewhat like a sponge. It
here when I was here and when my father
other day that really surprised me as an
will soak up water and is subject to freezwas here. I was glad it was here when I
architect and a student here. He mentioning." Eflin stated that this caused the
came back. I want it to be here when I
ed
in
the
Greenville
News
that
we
are
gostage and the floor areas to crack.
come back again."
.
ing
to
keep
Tillman
just
as
it
is,
on
the
outEflin said that he had proposed using
The rally ended with students signing
side. But it is a dead symbol. So there is no
pink brick for the outdoor theater renovapetitions explaining their views on the curreal heart to this campus except this
tion because it was cheap and easy to
rent renovation plan.
space.
Tillman
may
be
already
down
the
maintain. "I have since learned that
Student government plans to continue
drain,
and
this
is
the
one
we
must
try
to
students are now tired of the brick we are
seeking support from students, and also
save."
using."
will seek support from alumni. Student
The last speaker, Wayne Cassiday, a
Students booed Eflin when he mentioned
government officials plan to work with the
member
of
the
executive
staff
of
student
removing the columns that are a part of
administration in seeking an alternative to
government,
explained
the
plan
of
action
the back wall of the theater, and when he
the controversial plan of renovation of the
by student government to stop the proposstated that some of the hemlocks behind
outdoor theater.
ed renovation.
the columns would also have to be remov. A meeting scheduled for Thursday after"Our
first
approach
has
been
through
noon at 3:30, between student leaders and
ed.
the
students
by
a
petition,
a
rally
and
a
Eflin stated that he never expected
administrators, may have provided new
poll. Our second approach is through the
interest for a complete rebuilding of the
hope for those opposing the proposed
alumni. And our third approach is through
outdoor theater as it is now. "Perhaps we
renovation.
the
architects."
thought too small," he commented to the
Cassiday
went
on
to
say
that
a
poll
concrowd.
ducted by student government showed 98
Student body president Mike Baxley was
per cent of the students polled were
next to speak. "I am not an architect.
against the current renovation plan. He
What I wanted to talk about was student inalso stated that student government had
put and the value of student input."
contracted independent construction comBaxley recalled an incident that took
panies to give an estimation on the cost of
place several years ago, in which Bowman
complete restoration of the outdoor theater
field was to be paved for parking.
in its present form.
"Students discovered that there were
Cassiday went on to ask students to write
bulldozers on Bowman field, and there was
letters to student government and to Adm.
an immediate student uproar. The result
Joseph McDevitt, vice-president for exwas that Bowman field is sitting out there
ecutive affairs, voicing concern over the
right now, and it has been untouched, has
current renovation plans. "I see a change
not been paved, and I do not believe that it
coming from the administration if we conwill be paved.
tinue to push."
"On this issue, we are here tonight to
Students were allowed to voice their opidetermine the will of the students, and as
nions
at the rally, after the speakers were
far as I am concerned, whatever will we
finished.
determine, we are going to carry out, and
"I had some friends up for the
see this thing through in a satisfactory conweekend," stated one student, "and the
dition."
first thing they said when they saw the amThe next speaker, Bill McCuen, an arphitheater was, 'Hey, let's go get a
chitecture student, drew several rounds of
camera.' "
applause during his presentation. "It (the
One student stood up, holding her small
outdoor theater) means something to you
child,
and voiced opposition to the renovabecause the thing this place has is attion plan. "Sixteen years from now, I hope
mosphere. If that wall is lowered, and it
she (the child) is going to be here. I wantbecomes pink brick, this will not long be a
there to be a place she can see a part of me
space.
in."
"We do not think that the proposal, as it
An alumnus stood and talked of tradition
stands now, will work. So we are asking to
Photo by Chriss
at Clemson. "I thought the rat system was BAXLEY
stop it until we can get more review of the
the
last
tradition,
but
now
I
realize
that
the
situation and find out what can be done."
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Former British law officer compares police systems
By Nancy Haynie Hawkins
News Writer

say that this is a proximity we at 'The
Yard' do not particularly enjoy,"
Scotland Yard polices 800 square miles
in the central area of London, with the exception of one square mile in the ancient
section which has its own police force.
Mark stated, "The policemen there must
be about 5'11" and wear Grecian helmets
with plumage that makes them seem even
taller. They refer to those at Scotland Yard
as the 'little people' or 'the Metronomes.'
"Although there are 43 autonomous
police forces in the provinces, there are no
problems of overlapping or conflicting
jurisdiction. There is a sophisticated
method of uniformity; we share schools
and interchange information freely. Different badges and buttons on the uniforms
show where an officer is from.
"Once a policeman has taken his oath,
he can make arrests in any part of Britain,
but if out of his own territory, his authority
is subject to the commanding officer in the
province where the arrest is made. In Britain, policemen can and really do invoke
the law to all. As an example, one member
of royalty now has her driver's license
suspended for 12 months.
"British police officers have the ability
to prosecute without fear of favor," Mark
related. "Judges at all levels are lawyers
and are not elected officials. From the constable to the lower courts to the higher
courts, policemen are totally separated
from politics. This is a great advantage
since I never met a politician yet who knew
what he meant."
Mark feels that the primary function of
police is prevention. In defending the
unarmed police/unarmed society, he
stated there were less than 10 murders per
year in Britain.
Comparing these figures with the U.S
and considering differences in land size
and population, Mark made the following
observations: "Actually, we (the British)

Sir Robert Mark, Commissioner of
Police of the Metropolis of London from
April 1972 to March 1977, spoke to a small
crowd at Tillman Auditorium Monday
night about Britain's "civilized" policing
method. According to Mark, this method
employs more common sense and less
force than other systems.
Mark stated, "The police system of a
country is a mirror of its society. In an
authoritarian society, you must find
authoritarian police; in an armed society,
you must find an armed police force; in a
liberal and open society, you must find the
same kind of police. Of course, the police
system appropriate to one country is not
necessarily appropriate to another."
He commented, "When most people
think of police in Britain, they come up
with four words—Scotland Yard, Sherlock
Holmes. During my years as police commissioner, I received many letters addressed to Sherlock Holmes, 221 Baker
Street, which attests to the fact that many
still believe that the fictional character
and his colleague, Watson, were actual
people. I faithfully forwarded all letters to
the indicated address.
"The creator of Sherlock Holmes,"
Mark continued, "first made the investigation of crime a respectable profession to
the public. In pretending to ridicule the
police, it was shown that solving crime
was a matter of brain-power. Besides, sin
is much more entertaining than virtue.
"But unlike Sherlock Holmes, Scotland
Yard is real. Robert Peele established the
force, and called it Scotland Yard, since its
first location was in a parish known as
Scotland. The building which now houses
Scotland Yard is on Victoria Street, just
down from the House of Commons. I must
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OPEN FOR LUNCH
11:30-2 WED.-FRI.

CLOSED ALL DAY SUN.
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SIR ROBERT MARK, past director of Scotland Yard, spoke at Tillman Monday night.
are becoming increasingly dishonest at
relationship of the press to lawenforceabout the same rate as the people of the
ment
matters is much stricter than in
U.S. It has been said by foreigners, in view
America.
of our low rape rate, that we don't seem to
Mark stated, "The press cannot give out
be very good at it."
the
briefest details of a court case, since it
Mark made his viewpoint against capital
might
cause the jury to be prejudiced. I
punishment—or the death penalty—very
know of one case where the editor of a
clear. He said, "Common sense suggests
newspaper served three months in prison
that the best deterrent to deliberate crime
and his paper was fined 10,000 pounds for
is not the severity of punishment, but the
contempt of court."
likelihood of being caught with the certainMark concluded, "It is high time that
ty of being punished.
society stopped running away from the
"For example, a person can get five
problems of crime and wrongdoing, and
years in prison for unlawful positions of
began to tackle them intelligently and
firearms, and 14 years' imprisonment for
courageously.
using firearms in a crime. It is not only
"You must make up your minds what
against the law, but is considered antiyou really want. Absolute unrestricted
social; criminals who use firearms have
freedom for the individual with all that this
very few friends. There are presently
implies? Freedom to rob, freedom to
about 185,000 firearms certificates issued
steel? Freedom to break into shops and
in Britain, less than 4000 in London."
houses? Freedom to intimidate minorities
On the present position of police in Briby threats and violence?
tain, Mark related, "In three separate opi"Do not think I am exaggerating when I
nion polls not endorsed by us in any way
say that this is part of the price you will
policemen ranked high in the eye of the
pay increasingly for the continued enjoypublic. We enjoy more respect than any
ment of liberty without responsibility. You
other profession, except royalty. People
can
compensate the victim of criminal
desperately want security and they see in
violence, you can provide free medical
the British police a bastion, real protectors
care for those who suffer it, you can enof their freedom. This is without the use of
courage crime prevention and insurance
arms, water-cannons and the like.''
to lessen the hardship arising from crime,
According to Mark corruption of the
but
you will not reduce crime until you
police has been kept minimal, due to
recognize that it is no longer enough for
liberalized laws such as liquor licensing
every citizen to play a negative part in law
and legalizing gaming tables. Also, the
enforcement.

Hit DOZEN
University Square Mall
(Across From Littlejohn Coliseum)

Cakes For All Occasions
Weddings, birthdays, graduations,
parties, etc. Layer cakes and sheet
cakes decorated as you want
them.

Donuts Baked Fresh Daily
Raised donuts and cake donuts.
Many varieties. Mix a dozen of
your choice for only $ 1.50.

Pastries, Cookies, Brownies, Danish, Cinnamon Rolls, Apple Fritters,
Gingerbread Men, Cup Cakes, Etc. Available Every Day.

| EAT IN OR TAKE OUT |
COFFEE, TEA, MILK, JUICE, SOFT DRINKS
123 BYPASS
Uv>v>

V

-HOURS7:30a.m. to9:00 p.m. Mon-Fri.
7:30a.m. to 8:30p.m. Saturday
10:00 a.m. to6:00p.m. Sunday
Phone 654-6827
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'Police forces are mirrors of their society'
In an exclusive interview with former
Scotland Yard Director Sir Robert Mark,
Tiger news writer Charlie Davis explores
some of the problems facing London's new
police.
TIGER: Do you think that the British
police are as efficient as other police
forces, such as the ones in the United
states?
MARK: "There are over 120,000 policemen
in Britain and Wales, but believe it or not,
there are only one or two killed a year in
the line of duty. Since World War II, the entire police force has only killed four people
in the line of duty. We have captured over
148 terrorists, many of whom had killed
over 10 persons and set off as many as 40
bombs. We did this without killing or even
wounding any one of them. We believe in
civilized policing."
TIGER: What about women on the force?
Do you have any?
MARK: "Yes, we do indeed. When I first
took over as commissioner, there were only 600 women on the force. Now there are
over 1200, and we also have women judges
and magistrates.
"We feel that the women are a great
benefit to our force. The men don't complain and, in fact, they are less likely to act
rashly in front of the women officers. You
see, policemen are a bit like soldiers.
Sometimes they might get a bit carried
away and get a little rough. The women
have a calming effect."
TIGER: Do the women go through the
same training as the men?
MARK: "Yes, they go through exactly the
same training as the men. However, we do
feel that the women ought to abstain from
physical confrontation whenever possible.
We don't order them to do so, because they

*

would pout and complain. We just ask
them to use their eyes and ears when in a
dangerous situation."
TIGER: How do you feel about capital
punishment?
MARK: "I personally am against capital
punishment. We had 565 murders last
year. Most of these were the sort of heatof-passion type of killings. Only about 10 of
these would merit the death penalty. The
question is, would it be worth the possibility of sending an innocent man to death?
We must — at all costs — avoid this. If you
had enough laws to protect the accused to
ensure that no innocent man would die,
then you would have the sort of laws that
allow a guilty man to find a way out."
TIGER: Does your department work
closely with other police agencies?
MARK: "Yes, we do cooperate with other
police agencies. We work very closely with
your FBI. We feel that the FBI is the finest
police organization in the world. The
founder, J. Edgar Hoover, created one of
the most technically advanced law enforcement agencies that there ever was.
The only problem with Mr. Hoover was
that he stayed too long.''
TIGER: Does the Yard have any problems
with the press?
MARK: "When I first became commissioner, we were at the point that the press
was almost at open warfare with the
police. However, now we have a very

All Day Banking
'South Carolina National
Member FDIC

HIS'N' HERS BEAUTY SALON
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
WHY PAY MORE?
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY—WE CARE
on Hwy. 93 near Hop's One Stop
654-4219

healthy relationship with them. I called
the 37 editors of the newspapers in Britain
and told them that anything we knew they
would know, as long as it wouldn't endager
anyone's life. Do you know that those 37
editors remained silent for 11 days in order
to help us get a kidnaped girl back alive?
That is cooperation."
TIGER: Do you have a problem with handguns?
MARK: "We don't have a particular problem with handguns. England is mostly a
gun-hating country. We have very strict
controls on guns in the country. For someone to own a gun he must have a very
good reason. All our pistols and rifles must
be registered and it is viturally impossible
for a citizen to obtain a certificate unless
he has a good reason.
"As for law enforcement, we feel that it
is more productive to leave firearms out of
the picture. It is not uncommon for one of
our officers to actually tackle an armed
robber, and indeed we once captured four
armed bank robbers in a fortnight, all by a
good tackle.
"Most criminals who use handguns in
Britain seldom fire at anyone. They usual-

ly fire into the ceiling or into the air just to
scare someone. Criminals who use handguns as a whole, have very few friends."
TIGER: Do you have much trouble with
juvenile crime?
MARK: "Most of the burglaries, thefts
and auto thefts that occur are due to
juveniles who don't have anything better
to do. I know you may think this is an absurd statement, but I feel that conventional crime is not a serious matter. Much
crime is unintentional and with an improvement in unemployment and government policies, could be eliminated."
i
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Clems*n H*use
Barber Shop
HRS: 8:00till 6:00
Weekdays
8:00 till 12:00
Saturday
Dennis Laye

Jake Bryant

BUY—SELL—TRADE
USED PAPERBACKS
ALL BOOKS V-2 PRICE
101 Earle St., Clemson
behind Dobson's Hardware
9:00-5:00 Monday-Friday
9:00-2:00 Saturday

CAROLINA WOMEN'S SERVICES
. Free Pregnancy Testing
A Free Abortion Referral to Confidential
Medical Facilities
^r Pregnancy can be detected by biood
test before missing period

call 256-0128
2009 Hampton St.. Columbia. S.C 29204
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steak house
i lounGE

Featuring:
Choice Aged Beef Complemented by A
Sumptuous Salad Bar. A Complete Dinner Including A Handsome Steak
Salad, Baked Potato, Tea, and Coffee
Is Less Than $7.00
PRIVATE DINING ROOM FOR PARTIES
The Market Place Shopping Center Anderson, SC
226-0568

food raising society
rather than a food gathering
society depends
on scientists who know
plants and soils...."

AGRONOMY
AND THE PEACE CORPS?
Check with the Placement
Office for an interview which
may lead to opportunities you
didn't know existed. Interviews
are being scheduled now.
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the tiger
Amphitheater plan
needs alternative
"Don't it always seem to go/That you don't know
what you got til it's gone." These words from a
popular song tell a story that is true too often. Many
times people do not know how much they love
something until it is gone. Clemson students,
however, have not let this come to pass with the outdoor theater.
A rally last Tuesday night at the theater removed
all doubt as to how students feel towards one of their
favorite spots. Their verbal opposition to plans calling
for the outdoor theater's "change of face" was clear
and to the point.
Students want to keep the columns, the trees, and
the present atmosphere.
Students do not want "pink brick," a lower stage
wall, or a library rising up in front of them.
The outcry did not begin last Tuesday night,
however. As far back as November of 1976, the student senate was voicing its concern over proposed
plans for renovation, which called for a new stage
area which was to be made of pink brick, typical of
too many of the newer buildings on campus. The plan
also called for the removal of the theater's columns
and trees in order to make the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library the centerpiece of the area.
Student input was ignored then, however, and the
plans for renovation were swung into action by the administration.
This is unfortunate, because the administration has
failed, to see that the outdoor theater's main function
is that of giving students a place to gather for pep
rallies, musical events, or just to visit with friends. If
students do not like how the outdoor theater looks,
they will not use it, and all money spent to renovate it
will be, in fact, wasted.
So the question now arises, why spend money on
something which those who use it will not like, when
an alternative can be reached?
The administration has been claiming that there is
a lack of funds for the reason that the theater will not
be rebuilt in the same style it is now. But cost figures
coming from university officials vary so greatly, that
the figures lack reliability and believability.
Student outcries have been few and far between in
recent years. But two incidents that took place in the
not-too-distant past exemplify what effect a collective
student response can have.
Three years ago it was announced that the
magnolias in front of the loggia would be cut down in
order to facilitate sturctures that were to give the
newly constructed area a cleaner look. For years,
students have used these trees as shade from the sun
and a place to sit and read, or talk with fellow
students. The trees were scheduled to go, but the opposition by the students stopped the cutting. They still
stand in front of the loggia today.
Another incident which took place about four years
ago, was a plan to pave Bowman field, in front of
Tillman Hall.
The grass area had already been flagged off for
bulldozing before students, and citizens of Clemson as
well, discovered what was happening. Their collective outcry is why Bowman field is still green today.
A lot can be said for the administration's desire to
give the outdoor theater a facelift. But such action
deserves the input of those who actually use it.
Since the university physical plant is to do the construction, it would not be too hard for the administration to alter its current plan for renovation. Demolition of the existing theater is not scheduled until
December.
If students are to stop the proposed renovation and
enact a plan which is more suitable to them, they
must continue to oppose it by signing petitions at the
student government office or writing letters to administrators.

letters
Mooners
need
morals
I was unfairly, inexpertly, and
insultingly mooned at the track
behind the Y Sunday night at
about 6 p.m. Before I get into this,
let me explain that I am not a
paranoid person. Three years
ago, when I was seven months
pregnant and encountered a
flasher while running a mile at
that same track, I didn't faint,
screm, call the police, or write a
letter to the Tiger. I didn't even
stop running. A flasher is his own
problem.
But a mooner is different.
Mooners have a tradition to
uphold. Even the opportunist who
bares his bottom on impulse
should know that there are unwritten laws of conduct one must
follow when "dropping trou."
Having witnessed more than my
share of giggling glazed gluteous
maximi, I do not quake at the
sight of a naked fanny protruding
from a dormitory window. I,
after all, am a graduate of the
University of South Carolina,
where every person who ventures
out of a building becomes a potential moonee.
But Sunday, I was so appalled
at the lack of finesse, the
disregard for the finer points of
mooning, the purposefully insulting nature of the gesture, that
I felt compelled to comment on
what I consider to be an alarming
decline in the etiquette of mooning. The culprits, clad in dark red
warm-ups with double white
stripes down the sides, ran onto
the track behind me as I was
finishing my fourth lap. I was the
only woman in sight.
Rule number one: Mooners:
should moon groups only. A
mooner's purpose is to shock and
insult, but it shouldn't be a personal thing. A woman alone must
take it personally—and that is
frightening.
The group of three passed me
on the track, giggling as they
went, and when they were about
10 feet ahead of me, the middle
one dropped his pants.
Rule number two": Mooners
should remain anonymouse. It's
part of their charm and it keeps
them out of jail. As you can see by
my drawing of him, I got a really
good look at one of them.
They ran another 30 or 40 feet,
out of my voice range, before
they looked back to see what my
reaction was. When they saw my
reaction, two of them dropped
their pants.
Rule number three: The
moonee should be given ample
opportunity for a witty retort. I,
out of breath from my mile run,
was forced to resort to that inelegant, but universal gesture of
derision that Nelson Rockefeller
repopularized during the 1976
presidential campaign.
I hope that tnis inciaent is not
an indication that coarser
elements are indeed debasing the
noble art of mooning. Is nothing
sacred?
Kate S. Palmer
Cartoonist, The Greenville News
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viewpoint
Students react to renovation plan
Clemson University campus has
many landmarks which people admire
and appreciate. If the amphitheater has
its general appearance altered in any
form, it will destroy some of the pride
which students and alumni alike have
for their campus. I feel that the officials
of this school should not go ahead with
their plans, but should spend the extra
money to renovate the amphitheater.
Kent Parris

11

I am totally opposed to the plans
which have been made for our amphitheater. It is one of the prettiest,
parts of our campus. It should be
rebuilt in its original condition.
David Vaslam
I can't speak for the Tiger, for the
sports department, the political science
department, or even the seventh floor
of Lever. All I can speak for is myself. I
love Clemson, despite all the things that
could be better. I appreciate the amphitheater, and wish it to be restored in
the manner to which it should be. This
does not mean making it look like a pink
barbeque pit.
The idea that the amphitheater
should look like all the other buildings
around it is blatantly absurd. Why
should one of the most traditional and
potentially beautiful buildings on campus look like buildings which have been
decried as sterile?
If I want to look at a barbeque pit, I
can go home and stare at Bessinger's. I
want to see the gift of our predecessors
preserved for our followers.
Clemson without the amphitheater?
Why, that would be like All-Star Wrestling without Two-Ton Harris. It's unthinkable.
Chick Jacobs
The amphitheater is an old and
valuable asset to Clemson. The amphitheater should not be converted into
the newer structure that the architects
planned. The amphitheater should be
preserved for future generations of
Clemson students.
The amphitheater does need repairs,
such as new seats, painting, and
replastering. The seats could be replaced by oak or cement, as long as the
stage is not changed altogether. The
stage should be replastered, sealed,
and painted. The new work on the
theater would improve the theater by
renovating it, not making it into a completely new structure. The trees should
not be cut down. The originality of the
theater should be preserved in its old
stvlc
BenjiMcGill
I'm against the proposed renovation
of the amphitheater. I think that it
should be left the way it is. It is a focal
point of the university.
Randy Fischer

I would like to express my own
dissatisfaction with the current proposals for renovation of the amphitheater. Nostalgia can be overdone,
but I don't think this is the case here.
Students don't want the architecture of
this structure changed. Financial considerations should not be a problem. A
simple explanation of the situation to
any home football game crowd
(including a description of what may
happen if extra funds are not found)
could easily procure the entire difference, large as it seems. Plr ase find a
way not to change the moit peaceful
spot on this campus.
Hugh Chapman

I am greatly opposed to the present
plans for renovating the amphitheater.
I understand that the materials in the
present structure are inadequate for its
restoration, so I think an alternate plan
of action should be taken. Rebuilding
the amphitheater is a very good idea,
and I think that we can raise funds for it
if we try.
David R. Moyd
The amphitheater has long been a
part of Clemson tradition. I feel that the
proposed renovation would, because of
the moderness of the design, detract
from this natural beauty and tradition.
Todd Marshall

Wfc^AiLiTTrlfc tmeqwt VITVV *>***■»* *«"<*Why change a tradition? America is
based on tradition — our own traditions
— and that is why we take pride in
ourselves and the accomplishments of
American citizens.
The students are what Clemson is all
about. Without them, a school is merely
a bunch of buildings. We, the students,
give life to Clemson. Since 1893, we've
given life to Clemson and will continue
to give life to this greatest university of
America. So why don't you let the
students decide on the renovation of the
amphitheater? The students are the
ones who make Clemson what it is, and
after all, young people are supposed to
be the future of America. Give us a
start. Let us fulfill our ideas and traditions. The preservation of the original
structure of the amphitheater is our one
unique goal.
We, the students, wish to improve it,
but not change it completely. After all,
it is ours, isn't it?
Zandy DuPre
Please leave the amphitheater alone.
Just repair the benches and make any
other repairs necessary, without making any major overhauls.
Eddie Pennebaker

footnotes
"If the administration is so upset about the extra $50,000 for the amphitheater, why don't they use some of the money they make off ail those
damn traffic tickets?" —Unidentified Clemson student, speaking at
SOAP protest rally
"Sure we've got guys at the Citadel who can't read, but they still enjoy
the pictures. "-South Carolina Collegiate Press Assoc. President Jimmy
Tucker, describing the Citadel's variety magazine, The Shako

"All we've got left for this week's game (N.C. State) is section
GG...green grass. "—Sports Information Direction Bob Bradley

Everyone is probably aware that a
move is underway to "renovate" Clemson's aging amphitheater. This
trademark of Clemson University is
finally going to lose its character. The
trees are going to be replaced by
hedges. The white plaster is going to be
replaced by the standard Kinard, Martin, and Jordan brick. The trees
obstruct the view, right? The people
who graduated there are gone, right?
You can't see the trees for the view and
you can't have the memories for the
brick. The past has no bearing on today.
Or does it?
Steve Hudson
The way the students have been ignored since the first day I came here
appalled me. Clemson is no longer a
military school. The students aren't
privates or the administration
generals, even though that is the way
they make us feel. The amphitheater is
an issue that is bringing student resentment to a head. And the student body
must not be intimidated out of their
rights. If the planners of the proposal to
redesign the amphitheater had been
around the Liberty Bell, they would
have thrown it away because it was
cracked.
Raymond F. Hutton

I've just come from one of the most
meaningful experiences during my
three years at Clemson — the SOAP rally. Students flocked into the amphitheater tonight because they gave a
damn — students cared what happened
to our amphitheater. Officials of our
student government were also present.
But were any members of our administration there? I didn't see any.
Too long decisions have been made by
the administration without regard to
student input — the chain-link fences
and the amphitheater as point. But I
think we showed tonight that we're not
going to just sit idly by and let them
make this decision for us.
It is claimed that there's not enough
money to restore the amphitheater to
its original condition — yet, chain-link
fences cost approximately $1.59 per foot
— not counting the costs of posts, etc.
And just think of the cost of all the miles
of fence on our campus. Secondly, have
outside contributions from alumni or
other groups been considered?
The amphitheater is a place of
calmness and serenity. It's a place
where one feels close to nature and
close to the tradition of this — the
greatest university in the world. It's a
place where one can escape from the
hectic pace of university life into a
world of peace and solitude. So let's all
get together and save our amphitheater.
James Atkinson,
I personally feel that the amphitheater should remain as it has stood
in the past years. The amphitheater is
the center of campus spirit that brings
together a group of people and forms
them into one student body for the purpose of raising the morale of the school
teams. It provides the students with
warmth and friendship that students of
other universities rarely experience.
Though the university is large in size,
the amphitheater provides a small
world where students can gather and
enjoy themselves by exhibiting school
spirit and friendliness. Changing the
entire appearance of the theater would
not only destroy the closeness of the
students, but would turn a small, worn,
old amphitheater into a large, cold
world of "architectural genius." I say
let the amphitheater remain the
wonderful, warm place it is today.
Walton Sprawls
I'm against the planned remodeling
of our amphitheater. It is one of the major land marks on Clemson University's
campus. It is the only landmark on the
campus that has not been remodeled
already.
Ashley Broome
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Committee to discuss longer library hours
By Tisha Barnhill
News Editor
The university library committee will
soon discuss an extension of library hours
at the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library, according to Director John Gourlay. The
plans will be discussed at the next
meeting.
Monday night, the student senate passed
the resolution calling for library hours to
be extended to 1 a.m., Sunday through
Thursday evenings. A proposal concerning
a trial session was also passed. This trial
session would take place from Nov. 1 Nov. 15.
The proposal says that to insure that proper security is maintained during this
time, student government has requested
funds from, its department of services to
provide employees for the extra two hours.
Two students, one to work the check-out
and reserve desks, and one to operate the
exit control desk, will be paid for by student government. The wages of a Crowe
security guard to patrol the library will
also be paid by the student government.
The proposal also said that statistics will
be kept to determine the number of
students using the library during these extra hours. It said, "Should these statistics
determine to faculty, staff, and students
that permanent implementations of extended hours is warranted, a formal request shall be presented to the administration by the student government."

Gourlay, though, does not feel that the
proposal will be so easy to follow. "This is
not so simple as it might seem. There are
several complications about operating a
library," he said.
He said that he took any changes in
library policy to the university library
committee which meets the second Monday of each month.
"The recommendations of that body are
forwarded through the administrative
channels," he said. According to Gourlay,
their recommendations go to Dean Claud
Green. From there, they go to Dean Victor
Hurst.
About the resolution. Gourlay said,
"I have distributed letters to the
members. I will ask the chairman of the
committee to have this as an item on agenda for the next meeting," he said.
"You run into some of the same problems as if you were going to extend them
for a long time,'' he said.
According to Gourlay, security is one
major problem he has to face. He feels that
more than one security guard would be
needed to insure the protection of the people and the materials in the library.
Aside from security guards, he said that
a lack of people could also lower the protection. "One of the major protections is
the students themselves. You are running
the risk of almost any danger from which
the library must be protected.
Gourlay also said that off-the-cuff vandalism, such as students' spilling drinks on
magazines, would also occur. Since groups

would probably be coming in to study, he
feels there would be a bigger chance of this
happening. "Groups will be a little more
negligent," he said.
According to James Martin, reference
library and social sciences and history,
there are a number of considerations in the
public services area. "The public doesn't
realize that there's a lot of technical
knowledge being used behind the desk. In
order to open it, we would have to do
special hiring and special training. I'm not
sure we could handle it."
"We can put a warm body behind that
desk, but it's not going to be the same," he
said.
Ed Johnson, student body vicepresident, feels the plan is needed and
should be implemented. He said about the
student government plan to pay the
employee wages, "We're giving them all
He feels that if the trial period is approved, it will be a success. "If we can get them
to give us the chance, we will make sure
it's successful," he said.
He said that student government has student opinion on its side. "Student government has tried to do this forever. But in the
past, they tried to extend the hours all
week long and have not volunteered to pay
for the workers wages.
"It's really ridiculous around here when
you think that people don't have anywhere
to study after 11," Johnson added.

Photo by Chriss
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Specialty Of The House Sandwiches
The Sourdough Special

Best Pizza in Town

Sliced roast beef and Swiss cheese piled high on a sub
roll with lettuce, tomato, and pickle

PICK YOUR FAVORITE!
Cheese
Hamburger
Sausage
Pepperoni
Canadian Bacon
Mushroom
Green Pepper
Onion
The Super
Each Additional Topping

1-99

Reuben

Corned beef teamed with sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, and
1000 Island dressing. Served on rye bread

1-99

Sourdough's Sub

Salami and ham served on a sub roll with Swiss cheese,
lettuce, and tomato
*

1-90

Sourdough's Combination

Roast beef, ham, and turkey together on your choice
of bread
•.
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce and tomato • add .10
Customer's Choice

Cheese Sandwich
Your choice of cheese and bread, served with chips and
a pickle .
With lettuce and tomato • add .10

12"

2.75
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60
3.20
3.20
4.50
.50

1 95

Your choice of any three meats and bread
._ .
With cheese - add .15 With lettuce and tomato - add .10
Sourdough's Torpedo
Hefty portions of roast beef and corned beef served hot
on a sub roll with smoked cheese, lettuce, and tomato.

9"

1.75
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
1.95
1.95
3.00
.50

1.95

.

=
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Sizeable Salads
Chef's Salad
Chunks of ham, turkey, and cheese, served on lettuce
and garnished with croutons. Your choice of French,
Thousand Island, Blue, or Italian dressing . . .

2.20

.

1.90

Fresh Spinach Salad

Sliced boiled eggs and bacon bits served on a bed of
fresh spinach with Golden Caesar dressing
Available in season

1 65

1.90

Fresh Fruit Plate

Fresh fruit, in season, on cottage cheese. Topped with
crushed pineapple for a delicious treat
;

Peanut Butter And Jelly

The all time classic

1.90

75

Desserts
Cheesecake
Apple Pie ..... .
With Cheese - add .05

Side Order Salads
Tossed Salad
75
Potato Salad • Mild American or zesty German

i

90
.50

Chocolate Cake. ...
Dannon Yogurt
Assorted Flavors . .

.55

Make your favorite! Your choice of meat and bread,
served hot or cold with chips and a pickle
1.65
With cheese • add .15
With lettuce and tomato - add .10
Breads

Cheeses

Ham
Turkey
Salami
Pastrami
Roast Beef
Corned Beef

Pumpernickel
Whole Wheat
Kaiser Roll
Onion Roll
French
White
Rye

American '
Provolone
Imported Swiss
Hickory Smoked

.65

Beverages
Iced or Hot Tea .25
Hot Cocoa .30
Milk .40

Suit - Yourself Sandwiches

Meats

.50

Coffee .35
Orange Juice .50

Soft Drinks

Coke, Tab, Sprite, Mr. Pibb .
Budweiser
Michelob

small .30
Beer
mug . .
mug . .

.50
.55

pitcher.
pitcher.

large

40

. 2.75
. 3.00

Wine
Red, White, Rose, or Sangria
glass .60
half-litre 1.60

University Square • 302 Seneca ftd.. Clemson. S.C. ■ Coll 654-6095

FREE on campus delivery 5pm-10pm 7 days a week
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Student dies after fall
from Martin Hall
An 18-year-old Clemson freshman
jumped to his death from the fourth-floor
breezeway of Martin Hall Sunday morning.

KAWASAKI'S

NEW

Z1R.
THE OUTER LIMIT.

Pre-vets scrub animals
to raise project funds
By Kim Fennell
Features Writer

Pickens County Coroner Stewart Bell
has ruled the death of Peter W. Kittredge,
a mechanical engineering major from
Aurora, Ohio, as suicide.
Kittredge's body was found Sunday morning at 8:55 a.m. on a sidewalk beneath the
breezeway of Martin Hall by another
Clemson student, who was returning to his
dormitory room after having breakfast in
the east campus cafeteria.
Bell said that Kittredge had last been
seen "around midnight" Saturday night.
The coroner listed the time of death at
approximately 2:30 a.m.
Coroner Bell said that Kittredge had cut
each of his wrists while in his dormitory
room at Johnstone Hall, then walked to
Martin Hall where he climbed the outside
stairs and jumped from the breezeway.

Last Sunday, the Pre-Vet Club sponsored its second animal wash this
semester.
According to Leslie Edwards, "The
wash was not as successful as the first
wash, due to the cold weather." They were
only able to make $26 during the two hours
they washed animals.
The club charged $1.50 for small animals
and $2.50 for larger animals. One cat was
the most unusual animal that they washed.
The first wash was most successful
because of permitting weather and the
club was able to raise $240 — charging the
same prices as they did for the more re-

New housing investigated

Texas Instruments
'electronic calculators,
ISR-40
$27.50

See it at our
Open House
October 29th
The Z1-R is here. The look of a
roadracer. The most spectacular
performance ever offered in a
Kawasaki street-motorcycle.
Come to our Open House on
October 29th, check out the Z1-R
and other 1978 Kawasakis, and
take home a free wall poster.

KAWASAKI
OF SENECA
Bi-Lo Plaza

By Jim Denning
New Writer

SR-51 II 49.95
TI-57
69.95
TI-58
/09.95
\TI-59 254.95

Examination of student housing and the
options available to accommodate all
students desiring housing were discussed
by the student housing planning committee at a meeting Thursday morning.

PC-I00AI64.95
ALL MODELS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

---SHIPPED FREE***

Joining tne committee for their first
meeting were President R.C. Edwards,
Vice-President for Student Affairs Walter
Cox, Vice-President of Development
Stanley Nicholas and Assistant VicePresident for Student Affairs Kenneth
Vickery.

NO SALES TAX FOR OUT OF STATE CUSTOMERS
CHECKS, M.O. OR COO. (*2.50 COD. FEE)

t -

Surveyor* Sttppitf Company
P. 0. BOX 999 104 W. CHATHAM STREET
APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502
£9J9lJ62-7000 _
THIS AD IS SELDOM RUN. PLEASE
CLIP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

cent wash. Many dogs, a few cats, and two
horses were washed. After a flea soap was
used to wash the animals, a flea and tick
dip was utilized.
Edwards said that the club plans to sponsor another animal wash next semester,
but for the time being, they are concerned
with plans for a dog show. The show will be
held Sunday, Oct. 30, on the old rugby field
off Perimeter Road. The gates will open at
1 p.m. and the show will be held at 2 p.m.
There is an entry fee for participating
animals, but no admission charge.
There will be nine classes, some of which
will include divisions for children's pets
and puppies. Edwards asks that anyone
who is interested or has any questions to
call Saundra Hodge at 656-8619.

Committee chairperson Manning
Lomax, director of housing, stressed that
the committee will "examine the situation,
not necessarily with building in mind." As
a*
f^lftmm <^V>» —^V» ■ 1 *Ar* * mmnl^mf

Lomax explained, "We want to satisfy the
need for on-campus housing of students,
within the 10,000 figure the board (of
trustees) has prescribed."
Among other committee members are
Associate Dean of Students Susan Delony,
Vice-President of Physical Affairs Roy
Rochester and Master Planner Robert
Eflin. Other members include James
Strom, representing the office of the vicepresident for development, Jack Wilson,
director of purchasing and supply services, and Stephen Hooper, student
senator and legal advisor.
Student representatives also include
undergraduates David Dukes and Tammy
Corbin along with graduate student Jerry
Boyer.

» WHAT'S SO GOOD ABOUT
«
MID-TERM WEEK?
THE TIGERS ARE RANKED
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Randi to perform
at Tillman Hall

T

Media receive awards
at SCCPA convention

The Amazing Randi, a magician and
escape artist who has made a career of
freeing himself from jails, straightjackets,
submerged coffins and even a two-ton
block of ice, will appear at Clemson
University Tuesday, Nov. 8, in a program
sponsored by the University Union.

All the Clemson media brought back
awards from the S.C. Collegiate Press
Association Convention held last week in
Sapphire Valley, N.C.
The Tiger won five of the seven awards
in its division. "Thurmond Suggests Barton for CU presidency" by Steve Matthews
received best news writing.

The program, open to the public at $1 a
person, will begin at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
Randi became "amazing" early in his
career in Canadian press reports of his
escape from a town jail after the town's
first had manacled him and locked the cell
door.
Moving to the United States, he accomplished such feats as escaping from an
air-tight coffin in a swimming pool on the

All Day Banking
:

South Carolina National
Member FCHC

RANDI
NBC "Today Show," and, in Boston, surviving being frozen into 4,000-pound block
office for 44 minutes.
In addition to his demonstrations of
magic and mentalism, Randi will conduct
a question-and-answer session about socalled "psychic" miracle-workers.

"Carter and Congress," also by Matthews, won Best Feature. An editorial by
Chick Jacobs on South Carolina's joining
the ACC was awarded best sports writing.
Best news analysis was also won by the
Tiger. An article on the preparation of
prep schools, written by Thorn Taylor, was
submitted for this award.
"Anti-capital punishment" by Steve
Matthews received best editorial.
"The awards reflect the high quality of
work put into the paper last year; I only
hope this year's staff will continue to do as
well," said Thom Taylor, Tiger editor,
about the awards.

I

The 1977 Taps received first place, bestoverall yearbook in South Carolina. This
was the only yearbook awarded offered at
the convention.
"Although we're proud to receive this
award, we feel it doesn't mean as much for
ust becaue there's no one to compete with
us in the state. USC is the only school large
enough to compete with us, but they failed
to enter the Garnet and Black in this year's
competition," said Michael Slaughter,
Taps Editor.
The Chronicle won seven awards in its
division. Best magazine interviews, division I, was written by the Chronicle staff.
The Chronicle also received best
photography for Blake Banta's Work.
Steve Lineberger's artwork received
best magazine art work. The Chronicle
was also awarded best magazine cover.
Susan Baker designed the cover.
The poetry, written by various poets,
received best poetry, the Chronicle staff
wrote the best magazine feature. The best
magazine short story went to the
Chronicle, with a story submitted by Lynn
McGuirt.
"That's all, until we get best magazine
in division I and best collegiate magazine
in the state at the spring convention," Doc
Holliday, Chronicle editor, said.

*

I
\udio Quiz.
The Advent Model 300 is:
A)
B)
C)
D)

the best $270 preamplifier we've heard
the best $270 FM tuner we've heard,
the best $270 receiver we've heard,
all of the above.

You guessed it. "All of the above."
In direct comparisons between the Advent
Model 300 receiver and the finest separate-chassis
preamps we sell, we couldn't hear any difference.
Apparently we aren't the only ones who feel this
way because one audiophile publication ranked it
above a well-known $1,800 model.*
We've also made direct comparisons of the
Model 300's FM section to the finest tuners we
sell. And nothing pulls in more stations —clearly
and fuzz-free—than the Model 300.
As a complete receiver, the Advent sounds
better than any other model in its price category.
Its amplifier section, like everything else in it,
was designed to work well under actual conditions, not just on paper. Unlike most receivers,
the Model 300 will deliver its full rated power**

-*-*-»

%■

—M

■ -■■-mil

into an actual speaker load, not just into resistors
on a test bench.
The Advent Model 300 is the right choice for
people who appreciate separate-chassis components, but can't afford them (the Model 300 is
available in complete music systems for under
$500). It's the best $270 preamp, the best $270
tuner and the best $270 receiver we sell.

Spoil
yourself...
with one of the best looking, best
fitting and most comfortable out
door garments you'll
fine)
anywhere.

Extra

care

in

the

design, tailoring and stitching of
the Stag Brand Great Coats line of
outdoor wear translates info extra
value for you, whether you are
looking for warmth and protection
for fishing, hunting, riding, hik

music
machine

4024 CLEMSON BLVD., ANDERSON, 224-2584
one mile past 1-85 on the Anderson Highway
* If you'd like reprints of four reviews of the
Model 300, stop by.
♦♦Continuous power output, 8 ohms, 40-20,000
Hz, less than 0.5% total harmonic distortion:
15 watts + 15 watts.

25J2HS3
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*
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ing,

backpacking,

skiing

or

crosscountry

watching

football.

There's a full variety of si/es and
colors at your Stag Brand dealer
where you can try on your choice
before you buy.

HARRIS
SPORTING GOODS
123 BY PASS
SENECA, S. C. 29678
lone (803) 882 3:n1
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Student senate calls for extended visitation
By Tisha Barnhill
News Editor
The student senate unanimously passed
five pieces of legislation Monday night at
their meeting. Other legislation was passed and three students were appointed to
the elections board.
The organizations and affairs committee
announced that it is trying to revise the
guidelines and regulations for organizations. They also announced that student
government report forms are due from
organizations Nov. 1.
The senate revoked the Central Dance
Association charter because it did not
meet the requirements for an organization. To be recognized as an organization,
the club must have officers and meetings.
The CDA has neither.
The emergency funding resolution was
also passed by the senate, This resolution

establishes the emergency funding regulations which will be outlined in the student
handbook.
The outdoor theater resolution was
amended by the general affairs committee
and unanimously passed by the senate.
This resolution asks that the administration halt the planned construction progress
on the amphitheater and that it establish a
wide base of approval from both students
and alumni and any proposed plan for
renovation or reconstruction of the amphitheater.
General affairs also voted on a resolution to keep the Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library open until 1 a.m. each morning,
Sunday through Thursday. Reserve and
checkout facilities should be in operation
until that time. This would at first be done
on a trial basis, to see how many students
might use it. This resolution passed
unanimously.

Health and food services tabled the student board plan termination because
Talantis felt that if students could terminate their meal plan after one semester
it could assure people staying on it of the
cost's going up.
The senate unanimously passed the
resolution calling for an ARA menu committee being formed to help plan menus
for both dining halls. This committee's
term would coincide with the student
senate elections.
The health and food services committee
also brought the resolution that a continental breakfast be established in both dining
halls. This resolution was also passed.
The senate unanimously passed a request that instructors not give tests the
last week of classes so that students could
study for exams.

$

EARN OVER 600 A MONTH
FOR THE REST OF YOUR
SENIORYEAR.
If you are interested in math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the NUPOC-Collegiate Program (NUPOC
is short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if
you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for
the remainder of your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School, you will receive an additional
year of advanced technical education, education that
would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year of training,
you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. Only one of every six applicants will be
selected, and there are fewer than 300 openings. But
those who make it find themselves in one of the most
elite engineering training programs anywhere. With
unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in
four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education
opportunities.
For more details on this program, ask your
placement officer when a Navy representative will be on
campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below;
or send your resume to Navy Nuclear Officer Program,
Code 312,4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity.
OFFICER PROGRAMS OFFICE, NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, 800-922-2824

NAVY OFFICER.
ITS NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

I
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The judiciary brought the appointments
of Janet Rucker, Janet Pisaneschi, and
Louise Koenig to the elections board.
These appointments were approved.
The residence halls committee brought
an amended resolution to the senate that
visitation hours be from 11 a.m. till midnight, Sunday through Thursday, and from
10 a.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday. In a
roll-call vote, this resolution carried 50-6.
A resolution to light the steps'between
Benet, Young and Cope halls passed
unanimously after being brought up by the
traffic and grounds committee.
The traffic and grounds committee is
also working on a survey of the number of
people who pass between Lowry and
Freeman where the barricade is. They are
doing this to determine what is going to be
done about the library barricade.

All Day Banking
=South Carolina National
Member FDtC

Feel "GOOD" again
with SUNASU'S
Vitamin, Mineral, &
Herb Formula and HIPROTEIN powder
-a truly healthy combination.

your Independent
distributor is:
Mary Jac Summers 654-2920 !
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yom 3flowU'•
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(GREEN LEAF/
[FLOWERS
654-2112
Exceptionally compact,
lightweight and precise.

FUJICA ST 705

SALE PRICE

W5

List Price '3W

One of the most compact and lightest full-size 35mm
SLRs in the world. With an extra bright viewf inder.
A revolutionary silicon cell meter that responds
to light tens of times faster. Full aperture metering.
Durable oil-less shutter.
*JFIIi"' *
Screw-in type of Praktica mount
to let you use your present
lenses. And much more.

CAMPUS CAMERA
Univ. Sq. /Mall
24 HR. Color Prints
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Tutoring service aids
students' academic problems

4

WHY NOT COME ENJOY
OUR FAMOUS

By Lynn McCracken
News Writer

'ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SEAFOOD BUFFET.

Students who would like to improve their
grades in certain subjects can find
assistance in Daniel Hall each Monday
night.

Or Try One Of Our Menu Selections

Belvedere
Plaza
Hwy. 76,
Anderson, SC

Every Monday from 7 to 9 p.m., Sigma
Tau Epsilon, an honor society, offers free
tutoring in 415 Daniel Hall. Any student
who wishes to be tutored in subjects required in the college of liberal arts and the
college of sciences can take advantage of
this tuoring program.
One of the main purposes of Sigma Tau
Epsilon is to recognize the outstanding
juniors and seniors in the colleges of
liberal arts and sciences who have a
grade-point ratio of at least 3.0. The other
main purpose of Sigma Tau Epsilon is to
offer the free tutoring program once a
week in subjects such as English, modern
languages and chemistry, which are
taught in the colleges of liberal arts and
sciences.
The members of this honor society
volunteer to tutor in the subjects that they
choose as their strongest points. For example, a French major would most likely
tutor in French. The members are asked to
tutor every other week, and usually they
help students on a one-to-one basis.

A Man Wants to
Look Like a Man.
Come as you are.

Pre-Christmas Special
1
8x10
2
5x7s
18 Wallets
All for $36.50
No sitting fee.

654-5883
882-3661

!

Come Check Out SONY'S New Direct
Drive Turntables Starting
With The PS-T2 At $135.00
Semi-Automatic Direct Drive

But a two-year Air Force
ROTC scholarship can help
provide the, answers. Successful completion of the program
gets you an Air Force commission along with an excellent

armers Hail Tea Room and Restaurant
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starting salary,, a challenging
job, promotion opportunities,
and a secure future with a
modern Air Force. If you have
two academic years remaining,
find out today about the twoyear
Air
Force
ROTC
Scholarship Program. It's a
great way to serve your country
and a great way to help pay for
your college education.

Air lorn-irOTi:
Gateway t* a Great Way at IJfe
—.

\
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By-Pass 123 (Beneath Bonanza) Seneca, S.C.

S

light on
your future
That's a question a lot of
young people ask themselves
these days.

Shields also said, "Every student I have
tutored has been quite satisfied with our
program. One person I helped saw his
grades improve from a low D to a B."
Shields is pleased with the tutoring program, and believes that it is quite
beneficial. He says, "It is a good program
that students should be aware of, so that
they can take advantage of it."

SPECTRUM OF SOUND

»

Slieil some

After college, what will I do?

The members of the service are seeing
some very good results for their efforts.
Shields spoke of one student who was doing
poorly in his subjects as a freshman and
came to the sessions for help. Shields
noted, "He has made such progress that
now he is a member of the organization.''

f

BASHNAN
STUDIO
Downtown
Clemson

According to Tom Shields, president of
Sigma Tau Epsilon, there are usually
about 30 people at the Monday evening sessions, and the majority of these students
seek help in the sciences. He said that he
would like to see more students using the
service, particularly for liberal arts subjects.
As a senior, Shields said that he does not
know of any student ever coming for help
in political science, his major. Shields said
of the vice president of the honor society:
"Verna Gardner is an English major who
works as a volunteer for the program. She
has a very high grade-point ratio, but people who need tutoring in English don't
come to our sessions to take advantage of
the help."

WELCOME
MOM & DAD
SPECIAL BRUNCH BEFORE
THE GAME OR DINNER
BY CANDLELIGHT AFTER
THE GAME

"those sourcream drop biscuits you'll never forget."
Dine on international cuisine in an elegant atmosphere.
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-10:30 Breakfast by reservation
Tues.-Sat. 10:00-12:00 Brunch
Fri. «S Sat. 6:30-9:30 Dinner by candlelight
Located on the Square in Historic Pendleton, S.C.
Reservations preferred Call 646-7024.

jtnirnrii.irfli

$2.50-3 95
$3.95
$7.00 and up
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Alcohol abuse
What commutes an alcohol problem? What are the symptoms?
Where can a person with a drinking problem get help?
Bf Nat Padget,

associate editor

and
Becky Thomas and Patricia Hess, features writers.

Professional counselor
teaches basic prevention
Alcohol abuse is a problem that
sometimes requires the counseling of a
skilled professional. One such professional
is Jim King, coordinator of the alcohol
safety program of the Pickens County
commission on alcohol and drug abuse.
When people with alcohol problems break
the law, they are sent to him for rehabilitation. King's main responsibility is helping
the driver who drinks.
"Our basic function is the alcohol training safety school. It is basic in safety
education. We do not use scare tactics or
bloody films. We do not condemn those
who use alcohol. This is just the basic
prevention.
"Something like fifty per cent (28,000) of
the traffic fatalities last year were alcoholrelated. We try to show the drivers what
their limitations are. We show them not to
drive while they are drinking. We want to
keep them from killing themselves and
others." King stated that the penalty for
being arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol was a fine of $100, or 30
days in jail, for the first offense. Second offenses will usually mean a suspension of
the driver's licence.
"From what I have seen so far, we have
not had many college students in this office. It seems that the college students
have more common sense. They know it is
not worth it."
King stated that the trend among young
people in America today has switched
from drugs to alcohol. He does not think
that this is any sign of improvement in our
culture.

"The young people do not seek help on
their own. The ones that we usually get are
from 30 to 35 years of age. These are the
ones alcohol has really gotten hold of."
King stated that most people had the
wrong image of those with alcohol problems. "For a majority of people, an
alcoholic is a man in the gutter. But this is
totally untrue.
"People with alcohol problems can be as
normal as you or me. They do not realize
that drinking has become a part of their
lives until they are addicted. This is usually after college."
According to King, people with alcohol
problems do not necessarily stay drunk all
the time. "An alcoholic is someone who
drinks more than two or three mixed
drinks per year. A man who drinks over
two beers a day or parties every weekend
has a problem with alcohol."
King stated that he does not believe
alcohol problems are inherited. "Personally, I think it is learned. You get kids
who come from alcoholic parents, and they
will say that they do not want to be like
their parents. And they will stay away
from drinking."
Efforts to prevent alcohol problems at
the Pickens County commission on alcohol
and drug abuse are based on education, according to King. "We need more and better
education. We are trying to educate people
as to what an alcoholic is. It does not follow
as low-income disease. Alcoholics can be
doctors, lawyers, housewives or
preachers. It affects everybody from the
poor to the rich."
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DOWNTOWN CLEMSON IS the site of many drinking establishments where
students crowd for entertainment. Many researchers in the field of alcohol

Local officials view
A recent upswing in alcohol abuse
among young people has prompted the
university housing office to sponsor a
seminar on the problem. The seminar will
take place Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m., in the student senate chambers.
In order to give students some idea of the
seriousness of this subject, the Tiger has
prepared this preview of some of the topics
that will come under discussion during the
seminar.
Larry Peppers

Photo by Toulmin
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Dr. Larry G. Peppers, associate professor of sociology, has had experience
dealing with alcohol abuse through his
association with the South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
"In the United States alone there are
nine million diagnosed alcoholics, which is
10 per cent of all our nation's drinkers.
Yet, for each one of the diagnosed cases,
there are at least five to seven that have
not been diagnosed," stated Peppers.
"Across the country, alcohol is thebiggest
drug problem; there is no question about
that."
Yet, until the last two or three years,
alcohol was forced to take a backseat to
drugs. "Only now is the emphasis on drug
rehabilitation coming around to
alcoholism."
New findings in the area of alcoholism
have revealed that children from the ages
of 10 to 19—and housewives—are the
fastest growing groups of alcoholics. "Of
the nine million diagnosed alcoholics, 25
per cent are housewives and five per cent
are high school or college students," commented Peppers.
According to Peppers, there are two
basic types of alcoholism. Both versions
Peppers sees "as simply symptoms of
another problem. I do not view them as
problems in themselves."

One definition of alcoholism is the condition in which a person has a full-fledged
physical dependence on alcohol, also
known as tissue tolerance. "Physical
dependence begins with psychological problems."
Examples of these problems are peer
and social pressure;,personal insecurities
such as not feeling accepted in a drinking
crowd; and a lack of social skills which
cause some drinkers to have a couple of
drinks to "loosen up."
"The stigma of alcoholism has not
changed a lot. But now I think more and
more people would be more willing to get
help if they knew where to go.
"The first problem in dealing with
alcoholism is that it is a kind of addiction
people usually deny. A person must first
recognize and admit to himself that he
does have a problem and he does need
help. After a person realizes this, he is
more willing to seek out help." But then he
is faced with the problem of where to go for
help.
"Many times people do not go through
treatment until their drinking problem has
brought on other problems."
Peppers works with the Alcohol Safety
Action Program (ASAP), which deals with
people arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol and other related problems. Here, the workers can determine if
the offender does have a drinking problem.
"Getting caught under the influence is just
one of the problems arising from the abuse
of alcohol," Peppers said.
"There is not a big problem of
alcoholism, as a physical dependence,
here at Clemson." But Peppers does feel
that there is a problem of alcohol abuse.
"If a student recognizes why he is drinking, and is not using alcohol as a crutch
and not causing other people problems,
then fine. But if it is being used to overcome some personal hangups or the use of
it affects other people, that is where I see
there is a problem."
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Zoo animals offer
entertainment for viewer
By Barbara Pinder
Feature Editor
Within a stone's throw of downtown Columbia is a wilderness area where you can
see exotic animals from all countries of the
world.
The wilderness is Riverbanks Park, one
of the most advanced and modern zoos in
the south.
Located off 1-26 in Columbia, the zoo contains the largest herd of rare Angolan
giraffes in America. The area that these
giraffes live in is large enough for them to
be in a comfortable habitat, but small
enough so that one can see the animals.

activities.
The outside birdhouse is well-arranged
also. Here, the animals are in circular
cages around the building. Most of the
birds are tropical, but there is an excellent
selection of several types of owls and
hawks. There is also an eagle. These birds
are in thick trees, but one is able to see
them through the wire mesh of the cages.
Birds in this section of the zoo include
mynah birds, toucans, and parrots.
One section of the zoo that attracts many
Clemson fans is the tiger exhibits. These
animals are in excellent condition and
seem to enjoy their habitat and all the attention visitors give them.

Other animals within the zoo walls are
the Siberian and Bengal tigers, bears,
apes, birds, elephants, hippos, lemurs,
cougars, penguins, and many obscure
species.
The entire structure of the zoo is like a
Chinese garden—the grounds are well laidout in an organized fashion. One notices
that even the trees and bushes are marked
so that they can be identified. Even the
telephones scattered within the park are
shaped like miniature pagodas.
When you first get into the zoo, there appears to be no map in sight, although the
expected gift shop is in full view on the
right. The map is in the center of the main
walkway but it is so complicated to follow
that anyone who wants to go to a specific
area will become confused immediately.
Next to the map is a board with the times
for the daily feedings of various animals.
The sign also lists the times for the tropical
storms in the Eco-System Bird House.

Next door to the tigers are the bears,
which are also in good condition. The zoo
officials have also set up a pond for these
animals to swim in. Visitors can watch the
huge bears swimming and playing underwater in their private pool.
The polar bears are housed next door to
the bears. Attached to this exhibit is an
underwater viewing room that is the only
one of its kind in the world.

This section of the zoo is unique and one
that is worth going to see. Within this huge
circular building are housed over 100 different types of birds in a semi-closed structure where the birds can live as in a jungle.
There are mini-habitats formed in a circle.
There is even a snake in one of these
habitats. The birds range from desert
birds that burrow to rain forest birds that
remain deep within the foliage.
In the middle of the building is yet
another attraction—the penguins. These
little animals are fed several times a day.
This exhibit is set up in such a fashion such
that the observer can watch them swimming and playing on the rocks. It is almost

Housed next to the flamingoes are the
hippos. These animals, although
sometimes grotesque, have fun chasing
around the other little furry animals that
are within the exhibit. When they get
bored, they also seem to enjoy eating the
gravel that is on the ground in parts of
their habitat.
Although the zoo may seem small when
compared to such large, world-famous
zoos as Washington Zoo or London Zoo,
Columbia Zoo is pretty spectacular for
South Carolina. Not only are the animals in
good shape and look contented, the admission—$1.50 with a student I.D. and 50 cents

Another tiger named "Happy" is housed
in a different section of the zoo because
"she thinks she is a person." Happy was
raised by humans from infancy and now is
too big to live with a family. Her owners
donated her to the zoo, but she cannot live
with the other tigers because she is not
able to interpret their warning signals and
mating signs. If she was put with the
others, she would probably be killed in a
short while.

Photo by Taylor

THE BEARS ARE just one of the many animals that one can visit at the zoo.
for parking—seems minimal for the enjoyable walk through a natural setting
near the capital.
The zoo also includes two botanical
gardens, a National Historic Register site
(the Old Saluda Factory, South Carolina's
first textile mill), and an outdoor recrea-

tional facility.
The park is open Feb. 27-Oct. 26 from
10:30 a.m. until dark, and from Oct. 27Feb. 27 from 9:30 a.m. until dark. Family
day is every Tuesday, and admission then
is $1.25 for adults and 50 cents for children,
six-12. Parking is 50 cents.

Arbena reflects on Panama Canal Treaty
By Robin McElveen
News Writer
The new Panama Canal treaties,
recently signed by President Jimmy
Carter and Panamanian dictator
Omar Torrijos, have drawn vocal
criticism from many sides. Issues
such as ownership of the canal and
the right to defend the giant waterway have been volleyed from
Capitol Hill to the dinner tables of
many Americans.
Dr. Joseph Arbena, associate professor of history, has spent several
months in Colombia and is especially knowledgeable about the
background of the Panama Canal.
While working on his doctoral
dissertaion, "Colombian Reactions
and Attitudes Toward the Independence of Panama in 1903," he
had an opportunity to see firsthand
many of the problems which are now
being debated.
"The scale of the original
(Panama Canal) project is almost
incomprehensible," explained

Arbena. "After the Americans took
over what the French had started,
they completed the 'ditch' between
1904 and 1914. Together, the U.S. and
France spent about $640 million and
excavated nearly 300 million cubic
yards of Panamanian earth."
Arbena praised the aid of
American technology in the early
construction. "In the process of
building the canal, the Americans
also rebuilt almost half the Panama
Railroad, substantially reduced the
incidence of tropical disease, changed the geography of Central

technological leader and gaining
control of a valuable economic and
strategic asset, lost any possibility
of a virtuous stance in a world of imperialist nations, confirming the
fear of many Latin Americans that
the greatest danger to their own
security came from the northern colossus."
The new treaties will allow for
joint American-Panamanian control
of the canal until the year 2000.
Arbena supports the new treaties
and feels that the United States can
give Panama the proper training to

America and established a highly
paternalistic — some say socialistic
— society for the benefit of the Canal
Zone's imported population."
"But by the time it was completed," added Arbena, "we had cut
shipping costs between the Atlantic

operate the canal. "I may be naive,
but I feel that 23 years is sufficient
time to learn the technical jobs," added Arbena.
"The new treaties should be
welcomed by the American people,"
said Arbena. "Earlier, the U.S. sad-

and the Pacific by as much as 90 per
cent and were saving several weeks
of travel time."
Arbena still has reservations
about the operations of the canal,
however." The United States, while
demonstrating its stature as a

dled itself with an awkward and ambiguous treaty which, if advantageous at first, has proven increasingly embarrassing, even costly, and from which four successive
presidents have been seeking to free
us since 1964."
t>
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Could you have a serious
alcohol abuse problem?
(Reproduced from "The One For the
Road—Back!" published by the National
Council of Alcholism, Greater Phoenix
Area, Community Services Bldg., 1515 E.
Osborn, Phoenix, Arizona, 1965.)

15. Do you promise yourself to control
your drinking and then break the promise?
16. Have you changed jobs or moved to a
new place to control your drinking?

1. Do you sometimes drink excessively
when you are disappointed, argued with
or aggravated by someone?

17. Do you avoid friends and family when
drinking?

2. Do you drink more than usual when
you are troubled or under pressure?

18. Are financial and work problems'increasing?

3. Are you able to drink more now
without feeling it than when you first
started to drink?

19. Do you feel people are treating
you
6 J
unfairly?

4. Do you suffer memory losses of events
during the evening, and yet do not pass
out?

20. When drinking, do you eat irregularly
and very little?
21. Do you take another drink in the morning to quiet your "shakes?"

5. Do you try to squeeze in a couple of extra drinks during the evening without
other people knowing it?

22. Has your drinking capacity decreased lately?

6. On some occasions, do you feel ill at
ease if alcohol is not available?

23. Do you occasionally stay drunk forseveral days?

7. Are you rushing more to get that first
drink than you did, say last month?

24. Are you sometimes depressed and
feel that life isn't worth living?

8. Do you occasionally have feelings of
, guilt about your drinking?

25. Do you occasionally have hallucinations after a period of drinking?

9. When your friends and family discuss
your drinking, do you quietly resent it?

26. Do you have vague fears after drinking heavily?

10. Are you "blackouts" more frequent
recently?

Photo by Toulmin
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drinking problems
Contrary to studies being released from
Duke University, Peppers feels that
alcoholism is not hereditary. He bases this
on research done with foster children and
'*!" children of alcoholic parents
Children of alcoholic parents were removed from the home and did not become
alcoholic. "The probability of a child's
becoming an alcoholic is increased when
ne is in an environment where alcohol is
readily available and he grows up seeing
Drnking is not
hiCa^H0L,drinking
conducive to
healthy
habits."
According to Peppers, despite the fact
mat information concerning alcohol abuse
is readily available, the number of
alcoholics in this country is steadily growFred Steele
Few students look for help for alcohol
problems at the university's counseling
center, according to Clemson counselo?
Fred Steele. "It is not very often that an
alcoholic goes for help just because he
chooses to."
Steele commented that alcohol-related
problems were much more common in his
office. "We have a lot of children of
alcoholic parents here. That is a pretty
hard thing to admit to-that is, having an
alcoholic parent. Some students that I
have worked with for a good while take a
long time to find that out. But sometimes it
is freely admitted.
"Students do not see themselves as
alcoholics. I have had students come by
and talk about someone on their floor a
fraternity brother or sorority sister that
drinks too much, but since we do not call
students in, we are not going to be able to
help that much."
Steele stated that his office would probably seek the aid of an outside professional to counsel an alcoholic student

\

v

11. Do you want to continue drinking
when your friends say "enough?"
12. Do you have a reason when you eet
drunk?
"
13. Are you embarrassed by the things
you say or do when drunk?
14. Have you switched drinks or changed
your pattern to control your drinking?

A YES on any question indicates a sym
J D
p
tom of alcoholism.
YES answers to several questions indicate the following stage of alcoholism:
Questions 1 through 8-Early
Questions 9 through 2l-Middle
Questions 22 through 26 - Beginning of
the final stage

Otis Nelson
Otis Nelson, foreign student director
was involved with the Pickens County
Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
from 1971 until 1.975. For three of those five
years, he served as chairman of the commission. He was a major figure in starting
the commission in Pickens.
"The main reasons people drink excessively," Nelson stated, "are because of
!,iVaKability and notonety of alcohol
and the boredom of the individual " Nelson
believes that to stop alcohol abuse, society
needs to turn its attention to the future
carl Diesler, a man whom Nelson worked
with in California, said of children that
we can teach them to do, but we cannot
teach them not to do.
"The futuristic process looks toward the
Sta ed
Nelson
rhMr'
!
- ""
^ches
children positiveattitudes
toward
life
without having to use alcohol to set
through the day. This way, children Ire
taughtyoung what is good and what is bad
so m the future they will not have to be reeducated to a new set of attitudes "
Nelson was interested in beginning the
commission because his work included
coordinating volunteer programs, such as
drug crisis centers and alcohol abuse
centers.
According to Nelson, the commission is
mainly interested in three elements of the
prevention of drug and alcohol abuse
Ihese are the information process the
treatment process, and the prevention pro* '"^.information process concerns
itself with the educational programs which
take place in the county. These programs
include filmstrips, lectures, and referral
fn0rUnf I"? t0 citizens who need treatment
for alcohol-abuse problems."

An interesting point made by Nelson was
one concerning the expenditures for the
fn^°f^UOr-,- 'For everv mini-bottle sold
in South Carolina, a certain portion of the
money from taxes is set aside for education of alcohol abuse. Therefore, if no one
bought the liquor, then there would be no
money to teach them about alcoholism and
other related problems ''

Photo by Toulmin
y househas

from fii
°een built with help
to aTd fh. °mm,SS10n- Its main function is
to aid the recovering alcoholic or drug addict to life without alcohol, or any other
?idUPgnfffl1f0'i,CltmSOn University has^a confidential hotline. The hotline offers
counseling in many fields besides alcohol
related problems, and operates 24 hours a
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Fall colors seen in foliage and local flowers
By Susan Keasler
Features Writer
Summer's heat may warm the body, but
autumn's parade of colors warms the soul.
Late-blooming flowers brighten the
peaceful atmosphere of pleasant days and
chilly nights. Leaves turn from living
green to various hues of red and gold,
eventually dropping off their summertime
home to decay on the forest floor.
Tourists flock to the countryside to view
nature's russet and scarlet brilliance during this colorful period. Carrying cameras,
binoculars, and other paraphernalia,
backpackers climb the hills, while
motorists line the highways, with everyone
praying he has correctly timed his scenic
journey.
People have created many theories and
legends to explain the leaves' change of
color. Some folks believe 01' Jack Frost
causes the various shades to appear, while
others say it is the sunlight, rainfall, or
lack of both.
Indians believed that the heavenly
hunters killed the great bear in the
autumn. The bear's dripping red blood fell
on the leaves and painted over their summertime green. Other leaves turned
yellow, as the hunters cooked their feast
and the fat spattered out of the kettle.
Biologists explain the leaves' reds and
golds differently. Each leaf contains
several types of color pigments. In warm
temperatures, the leaves are stimulated to
manufacture chlorophyll, which they use
as food. Chlorophyll is green, and so
dominates the other colors. But cooler
temperatures stop chlorophyll manufacture, allowing the other pigment colors to
merge.
Leaves finally fall when a cork-layer —
called the abscission layer — forms at the
point where the leaf connects to the tree.
This layer stops water transport to the
leaf, causing it to die and drop off.
'Around here the peak (of the colors)
would be around the 22 to 25 of October,"

predicts Davis McGregor, dean of the college of forest and recreation resources.
"About the only thing that would affect the
colors is to have an early freeze," he continued. A freeze would frostbite the leaves,
causing them to die and drop off early.
According to McGregor, residents of this
area ought to feel fortunate for being able
to enjoy autumn's spectacular sights.
"There are only a few areas of the world
where this yearly display occurs," explained McGregor. Other regions support
species of trees, such as evergreens, that
do not shed their leaves. "The colored
leaves are seen only in Eastern North
America."
"In Europe everybody has flowers,"
says Alton Pertuit, supervisor of the variety trial gardens program at Clemson.
These gardens blaze with gloriously
blooming fall flowers, such as chrysanthemums, snapdragons, dahlias, salvia
and petunias.
These flowers are set out in July. "They
grow from July until the nights become a
certain length. Then the buds begin to
develop," explains Pertuit. "They don't
need quite a lot of care, and they grow
back each spring. They're also really easy
to root."
The Clemson gardens contain one rare
breed of daffodils which are very hard to
grow, according to Pertuit. "There are only two or three other areas in the country
where this species is grown."
Located behind the plant and animal
science building, the Clemson variety trail
gardens have operated for over 10 years.
They cover about two-and-a-half acres,
are open all day, seven days per week,
from late spring through November, for
public view.
"We test for seed companies," continues
Pertuit, relating the purpose of the
gardens. "Different companies send us
their seeds. Each year we put out a
booklet, with the results, comparing new
and old plants." Mostly American species
of plants are tested, but foreign companies
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WITH THE COMING of the fall season, everyone can enjoy the changing colors of the
leaves both in the mountains and around Clemson. Local predictions say that the peak will
be around Oct. 20-25.
occasionally, send their seeds for comparison.
"(The gardens are) in pretty bad shape,
especially as far as the watering system
goes," commented Pertuit. Right now the
garden keepers are using a portable water
system, which takes up an "awful lot of
time and money," thinks the supervisor.
There are several empty beds in the
gardens, where "a lot of the stuff had died,
and looked so terrible, we pulled them
out," explained Pertuit.
The fountain in the center of the garden
area no longer works, either. "When we
had the hailstorm, it blew over, but we're
going to put it back up," remarked Pertuit.

Bill Earle designed the fountain to symbolize a flower. Earle works with the
agricultural extension station.

I

"What we want is underground water,"
declared Pertuit. "We're going to be moving out to the horticulture gardens area."
No definite plans or location have been
selected for the change, but the project
will cost around $100,000. "But I think it

H».

will be worth it in the long run, because of
the saved time and labor from this present
watering system (the portable one)," adds
the supervisor.
Several greenhouses are located beside
the P&A building to retain the summer
greenery all year long.
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CHICKEN BAR-B-CUE
Saturday, Oct. 22
W^t •^tO a plate
includes V2 chicken, slaw, potato chips, tea & rolls
Serving stars at 10:30 am across from Littlejohn
For tickets call 656-8997
sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon
, 1 i
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Indian heritage, history featured with trail
By Charlie Davis
Features Writer
\ A little over 300 years ago the entire
state of South -Carolina was inhabited by
an assortment of Indian tribes, numbering
less than one-fourth the present population
of Charleston. The forests of South
Carolina were wild and hunted only by the
red man. The only means of travel was by
foot, so the forests were criss-crossed by
footpaths.
When the English arrived, after 1670,
they began to trade with the more powerful Indian tribes—namely the Chickasaws,
Creeks, and the Cherokees. The hunting
paths soon became trading paths. Instead
of hunting parties, these trading paths carried pack horses. Later they became roads
for wagons as the settlers pushed their
way westward into the country's interior.
The Cherokees lived in the foothills of
the Southern Appalachian chain. They sub. sisted on farming and hunting, but as the
white man moved west, he came more and
more into contact with the Cherokee, causing the Indians to rely on the white man's
! trade for survival.
Unfortunately, some of the traders were
; unscrupulous, and abuses in trade often
caused friction between the Cherokee and
the white man. However, since the Indians
were so dependent on trade to survive,
they had little choice but to ally
themselves with the,colonists against such
| foes as the French.
However, in 1760, the Indians, realizing
i that they were being steadily encroached
jupon by the white colonists, made war
i against the white man. With the help of the
British Regulars and the Scottish Highland
i Troops, the uprising was squelched in 1761.
The Indians sued for peace and in 1777,
with the Treaty of DeWitt's Corner, the
[Cherokees gave up virtually all their land
(inSouth Carolina.
Today, the only lasting remainders of

their presence are the vivid Cherokee
names that dote the map of upper South
Carolina, and the remains of the Cherokee
Path.
The Cherokee Path was the most famous
and widely used path of early South
Carolina history. The path extended from
the Blue Ridge Mountains to the Atlantic
Coast.
The modern trail follows existing
highways which closely parallel the
original Cherokee Path. At several places,
remains of the original path can be seen.
The key to the Cherokee Path is a
brochure issued jointly by the S.C. Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism,
the S.C. Highway Department and the
Department of Archives and History. The
highway department has placed Cherokee
signs at various points of interest along the
highways. These signs are blue with the
profile of an Indian in the middle. Those attractions located off the main highway
may be found by following signs with arrows to the numbered locations. These side
trips take a little extra time, but are worth
it.
The Cherokee Path can be easily followed from Charleston to above Walhalla.
There are many interesting stops which
can be made along the way,
Near Moncks Corner can be found the
ruins of Biggin Church. These are the only
remains of a church burned three times,
once by the British in 1781.
Also near Moncks Corner is Strawberry
Chapel, the only remaining structure of
Childsbury, a market town laid out in 1707.
Built in 1725, it stands amid graves that
are two centuries old.
Near Santee can be found the Santee Indian Mound and Fort Watson. Archeological excavations indicate that this
is the site of a burial ground or temple. It is
believed to have been built between 1200 1500 A.D.
In St. Matthews, which was once called

Photo by Toulmin

ONE WAY TO get out and see fall in action is to follow the sign of the Cherokee Trail and
learn a little history, too. Throughout South Carolina, one can find a variety of interesting
sites on the trail.
tionary War in South Carolina occurred.
Lewisburg, the Cherokee Path runs near
where the present-day courthouse stands.
In 1729-30, Alexander Cumings wrote
about his excursions into the backwoods of
The Calhoun County Museum is also nearby. This museum houses a collection of Inthe Carolinas. He reported that near
Ninety-Six-Mile Swamp, members of his
dian artifacts, Confederate relics, dispensary bottles and an excellent collection of
party killed a buffalo, a viper, a fox squirmourning jewelry.
rel and wounded three wolves.
The trail moves on through Cokesbury,
The Cherokee Path goes on through Lexwhere part of the original trail can be seen
ington and Columbia. Passing through
behind old Cokesbury College.
Saluda, the trail continues up to Ninety
Moving still further northward, the path
Six. Here the first casualties of the Revolucont. top. 16
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UNION
SPOTLIGHT
Call 656-2300

OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE

An exciting overnight camping and canoe trip
on Lake Jocasee for Sat. November 5 and Sun.
November 6. See the Information Desk for
more information and sign-up list.

For Details

EDGAR'S

CUSU ALL NITE"
HALLOWEEN PARTY

Coming Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Oct.
20-22, in Edgar's Night Club, Robert Starling.
Shows at 8:30 nightly, admission is 50£. Versatility is Robert Starling's main theme. An
excellent singer, he plays the guitar, keyboard
and harmonica.

Disco 11pm - 3am

I

Union Game Room

Palmist
Costume Contest
Apple Bobbing
Movies
Pie Eating Contest
Pumpking-Carving
Doughnuts - Coffee
Nite Club Act
Games Competition

:

•

November Nonsense-November 6, Bowman j
Field at la.m.
j
Amazing Randi-November 8, Tillman Hall at •
8:30 A thrilling escape artist and magician
Students! Give us your ideas! The games and
Rec. committee invites you to join in the committee meetings at 6:00 p.m., Tuesdays in the
• Student Union Workshop on the Loggia.
t Anyone interested in Frisbee Competition or
t
• Exhibition during November Nonsense, contact the Student Union Info. Desk.

•

Do not forget to sign up for the U.S.C. Football *
Game Trip. Seats are still available. The cost
is $5/person. Details at the Union Information
:
Desk.
The Travel committee will have a meeting October 25 at 7:00 p.m., down at Edgar's.

OCT. 28

Octoberfest Beer Garden, 4:30-7:00 p.m., Friday October 21 behind the Hanover House.
Music by WSBF. Beer 250 each. Bring proof of
age. Sponsored by CD/CC.

Coming Soon

TRAVEL COMMITTEE
A movie on the Spring Break Caribbean
Cruise will be shown in Edgar's, October 25 at
7:00 and 8:00 p.m. Bring a friend and a ques- J
tion.
•

10pm
12 am
1am
lam
3am
4 am
5 am
Opm
9pm

Reduced rates all night on bowling
and pool

MOVIES
Free flick-THE AFRICAN QUEEN-starring
Humphrey Bogart. One of the all-time film
classics.
Oct. 22-26 RETURN OF A MAN CALLED
HORSE Shows at 6:45 and 9:00.
Oct. 27-29 FUN WITH DICK AND JANE
Shows at 7:00 and 9:00.

oil at Union Building

VIDEOTAPE

: SPECIAL EVENTS COMMITTEE
I Now listen all you ghosts and goblins, now's the time to
• come out hobblin', grab a mummie-and see a movie, get a
I ghost and let's go disco, come get an apple just by bobb• ing. Pie eating and pumpkin carvin' and if you're up,
I doughnuts and coffee at five o'clock. Remember— HalloJ ween All-Niter, Friday October 28th.

>•••••

'The Blob'-Starring Steve McQueen and the
Blob. Steve and his teenage friends defeat the
man-eating terror from outer space.
During the Halloween All-Niter we will be
showing two horror classics in Edgar's at 1:00
a.m. Come see them if you dare!

i

'■i'-^i.-.. ■J«Sr^*TS!a
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Trail.

cont. from p. 15

passes through Due West, Anderson and
Pendleton. Near Pendleton can be found
the Old Stone Church, a fine example of
frontier field-stone construction. Completed in 1802, it is situated next to the
cemetery where Andrew Pickens, the
Revolutionary War general, and his son,
Andrew Pickens, the South Carolina
governor (1816-18), are buried.
Passing through Clemson, the trail continues past the Keowee-Toxaway Nuclear
Station to Whitewater Falls, the highest
falls in eastern North Carolina.
Past Walhalla, one finds Stumphouse
Mountain Tunnel, one of three tunnels cut
by the Blue Ridge Railroad before the Civil
War, in an attempt to connect Charleston
with the growing Midwest. The tunnel was
never finished and has since been used by
Clemson University to make its famous
blue mold cheese. Near the tunnel is Isquenna Falls, named for the Indian pricess
who, according to legend, jumped over the
falls to escape pursuing Indians from her
own tribe.
The Cherokee Path ends near Highlands,
N. C. From there it is only a short distance
to the Chattooga River, which forms the
South Carolina-Georgia border.
The Cherokee Path travels the state of
South Carolina from mountains to shore
and through a variety of terrain. Of even
more variety are the man made structures
that dot the trail. From 18th-century
homes, to sprawling plantations, to a giant
nuclear plant in the heart of the Cherokee
homeland, South Carolina is bursting with
adventure which any modern-day explorer
can easily follow. Simply follow the signs.

•€CC€-CCC€/€CCC€
H Psychology Club ;J
$ T-Shirt Design &
M
Contest

(■P y<?tf ji)e>t love

FOREPGN CAR
PARTS
We stock a full line of VW parts & parts
for British cars.
24 hour service for any part not in
stock.

227 Pendleton Rd.

The
challenge.
Construct the mystery word in the boxes below. To do this you must fill in the correct missing letter in each of the words listed in the

columns. Then transfer the missing letters to
the corresponding numbered boxes. Keep
an eraser handy—it's not as easy as it looks!

Prize: Two steak dinners
and a free T-Shirt with
your design. Turn in en
tries toPsychology Dept.
Office, Hardin Hall.
Deadline
Tuesday November 8th
(no suggestive entry
will be considered)
••:•>. •<*.*•;•*. \<&.''<&: ••».'•%*.

The
Beansprout
NEW

Spring Water

78

gal.

Prolin Liquid Protein qts. and pts.
Aapri Cosmetics
Sale on chewable
Vit C—lOOmg. and 300mg.
■

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world.
That's why wed like to offer you another challenge
—the Pabst challenge.Taste and compare Pabst Blue
Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll like Pabst
because Blue Ribbon quality means the best-tasting beer
you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N.J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia

334

coueeiST.
CUHSON,

lN3V\IHS3B=l3a ipJOM AjeisAw

&C

1
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RPA department offers low-priced ski clinics
By Nancy Haynie Hawkins
Features Writer
The recreation and park administration
department is coordinating trips to two
snow-skiing resorts for Clemson students
who would like to learn to snow-ski Dec. 1822. There will be two "package deals" offered at substantial savings over individual prices, one for beginning skiers at
Boone, N.C., and one for intermediate and
advanced-level skiers at Beech Mountain,
N.C.
At Appalachian Ski Mountain near
Boone, the beginner's group will be taught
the basics of snow-skiing during one-night
and four-day sessions by the French-Swiss
Ski College, set up about seven years ago
under the direction of Jean-Claude Killy,
presently an honorary director, consultant
and advisor.
For $85, this program includes: basic
skiing instruction, four nights' lodging,
rental of all equipment (excluding parkas
or other clothing items), and lift tickets.
The only additional expenses will be for
meals and transportation.
According to Dr. Gordon Howard, RPA
professor who attended the skiing program last year, "The instructors at Boone
are well-trained, experienced and very
concerned about the safety of the skiers.
It's a very good place to learn to ski up to
the intermediate level.
"The school at Boone," continued
Howard, "uses the graduated-length
method (GLM) of instruction. They start
you out on very short skis, about 135 cen-

Th6

I

timeters, and as you improve, you go to
longer skis. The parallel skiing technique
is used from the beginning as opposed to
the snowplow method. Also, how to stop,
by compressing the skis into the snow,
then turning quickly, is one of the first fundamentals taught.
"On the final day of instruction, students
who are able to demonstrate the skills they
have learned by skiing a marked course
through a series of poles, will be presented
a certificate of achievement from the ski
school."
Temperature varies greatly at the skiing
locations, but if nature doesn't cooperate
providing plenty of snow, a 60-foot-long artificial slope is used. It must be at least 28°
F. for the snow machines to be operative.
The second recreational package at
Beech Mountain is for those who already
know the basics and are intermediate or
advanced-level skiers. "At Beech Mountain, the slopes are bigger and skiers must
have more technical skill," Howard said.
"The price is $68 for those with their own
equipment or $80 which includes rental of
boots, skis, and poles. Both prices cover
four nights' lodging. As an option, at the
cost of $25, advanced lessons, racing or
freestyle, are available."
Stories were told by people who enjoyed
the mountain outing last year of strange
"animules" who inhabited the snow:
"mogul mice" and "dumpweasels." Any
ski buff knows that a mogul is a hump or
pile of snow created by the wind, Or by

BEGINNER SKIERS GENERALLY have enough problems their first time on the slopes.
This season, the RPA department will offer several ski clinics at various resorts to aid
economy-minded students.
skiers' stopping, spraying the snow into a
mound. But there are those who contend
that moguls are actually built and inhabited by "mogul mice" who construct
these mounds to harass skiers determinedly trying to glide gracefully down a
hillside. "Dumpweasels," fun-loving
creatures similar to otters, are said to
jump out of the snow at the most inopportune times, grab one's skis, and
"dump" him.
A registration meeting for the two ski
trips will be held Monday, Nov. 14, at 7

p.m. in Room 134 of the forest and recreation resources building. A deposU of $20 or
$25 will be required at this time from those
students who would like to sign up.
"Last year we had about 25 students who
went to Appalachian Mountain," commented Howard. "This year, since we are
offering Beech Mountain, too, we'd like to
take 50 to 75 people. In general, people
have been well-pleased with the program
and have learned to ski enough to enjoy
skiing on their own.''

BtKIRBOiHta

I)
1Z3 By-pass
Seneca

"

Specializing in:: Hickory-smoked barbecue,
Peli-sandunche*-ham,
!
■turkey, roast beef,
and weekly 5peciab.
;
3ays
!

! GO TIGERS !
l. BUT N.C STATE j
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arts / entertainment
Clemson students
visit Tut exhibit
ByJimStovall
Features Writer
Clemson students packed their bags and
hit the road early last Thursday morning.
Eighty members of the Student Art
League traveled almost 600 miles to reach
New Orleans, La., to see the Treasures of
Tutankhamen, on display at the New
Orleans Museum of Art. This is the group's
first field trip.
The Treasures of Tutankhamen is an exhibit representative of the artifacts found
in the tomb of the Pharoah Tutankhamen
of Egypt, who died and was buried about
3000 years ago. The tomb escaped all but
minor disturbance, and was gradually
forgotten and covered over by the desert
stands.
In the early 1920's, the tomb was
discovered and excavated by Howard
Carter. It took Carter and his assistants
over 10 years to catalogue and remove the
artifacts.
The exhibit has been in Egypt and
Europe, the current new Orleans showing
being the third of six scheduled stops.
The introduction of the exhibit is a
series of photomurals that details the
background story of Carter's earlier unfruitful excavations, and the events that
led to the discovery of King Tut's tomb.
Subsequent halls lead one pictorially down
the stone stairs and into the first room of
the tomb, cluttered with statues, furniture
and other implements necessary for the
king's well-being in the after-life.
Golden shrines and sparkling white
alabaster unguent jars are only prelude to
the treasures that lie beyond.
The second room of the exhibit features
images of the young king hunting and playing, accompanied by the carved wooden
statuettes of the spirits assigned to aid the
dead king. Here also is the best-known
piece of the show, the solid-gold death
mask of the king. This life-like, full-sized
mask and hood was placed over the mummy's head to identify the king in the
afterlife. The sheer beauty and fine
workmanship of this piece is dazzling, and
the idea of looking at the face of one so long
dead is awesome.

'New York: Scorsese's new success
By Mark Charney
Entertainment Editor
Martin Scorsese's "New York, New
York," is not your average musical. It is
also not Scorsese's ("Mean Streets,"
"Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore,"
"Taxi Driver") average movie. "What
"New York, New York" is, is a very entertaining and effective movie, which is
presented to the viewer on two levels.
"New York, New York" was one of the
most highly-awaited films of 1977. Its
director, Martin Scorsese, is a successful
director who had just last year been
nominated for several Academy Awards
for his movie, "Taxi Driver." Robert De
Niro, star of "Taxi Driver," had recently
won the Oscar for his portrayal of the
young Don in "Godfather II" and been
renominated for "Taxi Driver." Liza
Minelli had not made a successful movie
since she won the Oscar for "Cabaret," but
there was an eager public.

However, when "New York, New York"
was released, it met with a disappointed
public. Common complaints ranged from,
"It has no plot" to "It's another remake of
the old 'Star is Born' theme again." On
the surface level, this is not a falsehood.
However, Scorsese's movies are never
intended to be viewed on just one level.
Rather, the apparent level in his movies is
usually simply a facade to make it more
difficult to discover what he really means.
On the surface level, "New York, New
York" is another story of boy meets girl,
hatred turns into quick romance, girl
becomes more successful than boy, the inevitable breakup.
But it's obvious that "New York, New
York" contains much more than a
simplistic story-line. There are scenes in
"New York, New York," which are played
completely surrealistically. For example,
during a scene where De Niro and Minelli
end an argument, they end it in front of
painted trees in the paper snow. Scorsese
does not expect the viewer to believe that

Sorry...
*

THE BAD NEWS BEARS ARE ONE YEAR OLDER AND OffE YEAR WILDER

this week
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

THE BAB HEWS

Beer Garden, 4:30-7 p.m., behind the
Hanover House, $.25 per beer
Edgar's: Robert Starling, $.50,8:30p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22

Football, 1 p.m., N.C. State
Edgar's: Robert Starling, $.50, 8:30p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23

JV Football, USC, 2 p.m.
Sunday Flick, "African Queen," YMCA, 8
p.m.
Soccer, St. Louis, 2 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24

ASTRO III

<1 .;.;.:.;.;.

5555

he intends for the snow to be wet, or the
trees to be real. He is simply creating a
sense of separation between his movie and
the reality of today.
Scorsese believes that today's society
does not lend itself to such innocent bittersweet romances of yesterday. This is
why he must present the movie in a surrealistic manner — for it to be acceptable
in what he believes to be a corrupt society.
Also, Scorsese does not use a great deal
of continuity in "New York, New York."
He presents his latest movie in a staccato
fashion, which once again is representative of the disparity between generations.
"New York, New York" is an excellent
film, but does have some problems. The
characterization is sometimes vague and
some scenes seem almost displaced.
Though Scorsese's surrealistic purpose is
obviously an underlining theme, the
viewer feels that he is sometimes "reading
too much into the film. In spite of these
defects, see "New York, New York," but
see it with an open mind.

Shows at 7:00 & 9:00

.W.W.'.W.V.'.VS

Videotape: "The Blob"
Spanish Film, 315 Daniel
Spanish Play, Daniel

LeeGallery, ''Sam
Wang—Photo—Serigraphy"
Union Short Course: Dulcimer-Making

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25

Union Short Course:
Religion

Southern Folk

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27

Soccer, Furman, 3 p.m.
Union Short Course: Watercolor
Edgar's: GeorgeFischoff, $.75, 8:30p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

Free Flick, "Horror of Dracula," "Curse
of the Living Corpse,'' YMCA, 8 p.m.
Edgar's: George Fischoff, $.75,10:30 p.m.
In Concert: The Outlaws, $4 in advance, $5
door, Tillman, 8 p.m.
'
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campus bulletin
Classifieds
Wanted: Local talent to perform in Edgar's. . . the
Union Nile Club. Sign up for audition times at Union
Information Desk by 4 pm, Oct. 28.
Men! Women! Jobs on Ships! American. Foreign.
No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send $3 for information
to SEAFAX, Dept. K-3, Box 2049, Port Angeles, Wa.
98362.
For Sale: Panasonic stereo cassette deck. Good
condition but needs cleaning. Plays excellently. It's
yours for only $40. You can't go wrong at this price.
Call 656-7000 or come by F-101 and listen to it. You
won't believe your ear«.
Lost: 10-speed bicycle wheel in the pit near Lever
dorm on Fri. Please return. 654-2985.
Do vou need a babysitter for
week nights or weekend? Call 646-353fi.

afternoons,

Missing: 4 helium regulators used by Central Spirit
to blow up balloons. Anyone knowing their
whereabouts, please call 2153.
Help Wanted: American Passage, a nationwide
marketing organization, has a limited number of
openings for college students to earn an excellent
part-time income posting advertising materials on
campus. Absolutely no selling. Write for details to
Michael Gross, 708 Warren Avenue North, Seattle,
WA. 98109.

Announcements
All organizations—please turn in your student
organization report form to room 201, Mell Hall, by
Nov. 1.
The Clemson Task Force on Hunger will be meeting
Monaay at 4:30 at the YMCA to organize a Thanksgiving fast. Any money raised will go to a world hunger
cause. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

TACO TICO is now taking applications for assistant
manager/manager trainee. Apply in person before 12
or after 4:30, Mon.-Sun-.

The Society for the Advancement of Management
will be having a Halloween costume party in the
Alumni Center on Tuesday evening, Oct. 25. The
S.A.M. bulletin board and riyers in Sirrine Hall will
provide the details.

Lost: Lady Hamilton Watch. Reward. Platinum
band, elastronic, sweep-second hand. Call Fred at
656-3057.

On Oct. 25. Alpha Phi Omega fraternity will be conducting a blood donor drive to benefit the crippled and ■
burned children of the Shriners Hospital for Crippled
and Burned Institutes.

WANTED: SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. Male and Female for small
coed camp near Lexington, KY. Instructors In horseback riding, tennis,
riflery, sailing, canoeing, swimming, arts and crafts. ALSO R.N. and KITCHEN HELP. Camp Directors will be in the Forest, Recreation and
Resource Building on Thursday, Oct. 27th from 2:30 to 4:30. Or write:
Longvlew Riding Camp, Stamping Ground, KY. 40379

Sigma Tau Epsilon. the liberal arts and sciences
honor fraternity, offers free tutoring every Monday
night in room 415 Daniel, from 7-9.
Firewood: Cold winter's coming, so stock up that
woodpile. Place your order with the Clemson
Forestry Club for split, aged oak and hickory, cut in 2foot lengths. Price: S35-half cord. $l8-quarter cord.
Call Joe Petttgrew at 654-2002. or Rick Myers at 6567959.
Group exercise is held on Tuesday and Thursday
evening from 6:15 - 7:30 pm and Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings from 9:30 -10:30 am at the YMCA. Elizabeth Woodruff, women's physical director,
is available for personal counseling regarding weight
and diet. The cost is 50f a visit or $7 for th* •■esl of the
semester. For more intormation call the YMCA at
654-2361.
ECKANKAR, the Path of Total Awareness, will
hold a discussion group Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 in
room 164 of the Student Union building. The public is
welcome.

PREPARE FOR: jfS^f
MCAT - DAT - LSAT - GRE
GMAT • 0CAT • VAT - SAT

NMBI.U.JJI.
ECFMG-FLEX-VQE

LYNCH DRUG
CO
says
BEAT THE W0LFPACK

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
TH«»-«7 is <s dl/jfirtncc.'.'.'

QP I MPU
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
r Preparation Specialists Since 1936

For Information Please Cail2964 Poochtroe Rd.
Suit* 654

r

GO TIGERS

Atlanta, Ga. 30305
262-7582

Locations In Other Cities, Call;
TOLL FREE: 800 223 1 782

Centrii in Ma,or US Cities
rto Rico and Lugano Switzerland

i

"

A various assortment of books, both paperback and
hardcover, will be on sale Oct. 24, 25 and 26 on the
walkway between Daniel and Strode. Hours of the
sale are: Monday 9 to 12. Sale sponsored by SEGS.
A Spanish play will be presented in Daniel
Auditorium Oct. 24.
Theta Chi fraternity is urging all students to participate in the pop-top contest they are offering to help
out needy kidney patients.
According to John Smiley of the fraternity, the
grand prize will be 110, a case of beer, or a bottle of liquor for the longest pop-top chain. He added that the
chains will be measured in BOB Norris Hall, Oct. 31, at
5p.m.
The aluminum can corporations — such as ALCOA
and Reynolds — have agreed to give one hour free on
a dialysis machine for every 100 pop-tops that are
turned' in.
Smiley felt that his fraternity, with the help of a few
Clemson students, could help out those who need the
use of a dialysis machine.

ANDA-KA
OUTLET
STORE
for
Girls Sizes 7-14
Juniors
Ladies
Maternity
Open Wed. 12-5
Thurs. 10-7
Fri. 10-5:30
Sat. 10-5:00
On South
Mechanic Street
Pendleton
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A big weekend for Clemson sports:
Clemson football finally in the Top Twenty.

•

•

By Chick Jacobs
Sports Editor
National ranking and prestige may be
accolades which have become accepted
for Clemson soccer, but they are recognitions which have long been absent from
Tiger football. That is, until this week.
After an almost 20-year absence, Clemson has rejoined the nation's football elite.
The Tigers nudged into both the AP and
UPI polls this Monday.

Trailing

t

the

Tiger

The last time Clemson was nationally
ranked was back in 1959. For those who
can't remember that far back, it was the
same-year that The Los Angeles Dogers
beat the Chicago White Sox for the World
Series.
It was the year that Ford Motor Company decided to end production on its big
bomb, the Edsel, while Chevrolet came out
with the Corvair. It was the year that
a young man named Buddy Holly altered
rock and roll before his death.
It was the year that saw John Kennedy,
Richard Nixon, Adlai Stevenson and Lyndon Johnson begin their campaigns for the
coming elections. Alpha Bits were introduced to children on early morning
snows like "Howdy-Doody." Vietnam was
still in the future.
It was also the last time that the Tigers
went to a bowl game. Clemson won the
Bluebonnet Bowl 23-7 over Texas Christian.
Small wonder, then, that news of national ranking has excited the entire campus from the offices in Jervey to the rooms
in B-9. After a 20-year banishment, the
Tigers are back on top.
Just to add a little fuel to the football
fire, the Orange Bowl Selection Committee
reportedly contacted Clemson Tuesday to
notify the team that they were under consideration for a bow bid. In addition,
representatives from the Tangerine Bowl
and the Peach Bowl have been rumored to
be interested in the game this Saturday.
To many Clemson fans, the questions is
not "A bowl?", but "Which bowl?" The notion that the Tigers are going to a bowl has
become an entrenched fact in their minds.
So, once again, it becomes the Tiger's
role to play the devil's advocate. In order
to keep people's heads on straight about
this whole affair, some facts are now
presented:
1) The national ranking that took 20
years to get here could disappear in a little
over two hours if the Tigers don't win.
Clemson has worked hard to get the ranking it deserves. They are going to have to
work harder to keep it.
2) Bowl consideration does not mean
bowl bid. The easiest way to demonstrate
this is to note that, last fall, USC had bowl
fever. Yet, after the Clemson game no
bowls went to the Chickens. They got complacent, dropped two games they never
should have lost (according to record) and
spent Christmas in Columbia instead of
Atlanta. Which leads us to the next point. .
3) Nobody has any business looking to
post-season play with the kind of schedule
the Tigers have in front of them. There is
not an easy game left (with the possible exception of Wake Forest. With N.C. State,
UNC, Notre Dame, why look to competition around New Years? There's enough
trouble in the next few weeks to keep
everyone busy.
4) When a team is considered for a bowl,

CLEMSON RECEIVER JERRY Butler goes
it means that just— the Orange Bowl Committee Tuesday. A failure on any of those
teams could result to their names' being
stricken form the selection list. State,
UNC, and especially USC would like
nothing more than to be the ones to have
Clemson's name removed from the lists.
As Coach Pell has stated, this team can
begin a tradition of great football at Clem-

high in the air to pull down a Steve Fuller pass against Virginia,
son. A tradition of great football will lead
remember that looking at New Year's Eve
to national bowls. But it will also take
without looking at Oct. 22 or Nov. 5, 12, or
time.
19 is only looking for trouble.
Few people want to see Clemson football
rise to its old glory more than the students
here at Clemson. Few could ever enjoy
Christmas in Atlanta,; Jacksonville, or
New Orleans as much, either. Just

It has been 20 long years since the Tigers
went to a bowl. It wouldn't hurt to wait a
few more weeks before celebrating.

Wolf pack try to keep in ACC race
By Cobb Oxford
Sports Writer
This week the streaking Clemson Tigers
play host to another rebound team of 1977.
The Pack is back; not Green Bay, but the
N.C. State Wolfpack. After an opening loss
to East Carolina, the Wolves rolled over
five straight opponents until they were
dealt a crucial defeat by UNC-Chapel Hill
last week. Coach Bo Rein has his charges
headed in the right direction, and the Pack
will be howling mad for their game in the
valley on Saturday.
State has several all-conference and AilAmerican candidates, and Coach Rein has
stated that his has big-play people on both
sides of the ball. Personnel such as Ted
Brown and Johnny Evans will make it
tough for the Tiger defensive troops.
On offense, State is led by Johnny Evans
at quarterback. Out of the veer formation,
Evans is a good runner and passer as
reflected in his total offense statistics. At
halfback, an old enemy of the Tigers
returns in junior Ted Brown (110 carries625 yds.-lO TDs). For two years, Brown
has run for great yardage against the
Tigers. As a State freshman against Clemson in the Valley, Brown in 24 carries gained 227 vards and scored four touchdowns.
State has a fine fullback in sophomore

Billy Ray Vickers. He is a fine blocker for
Brown and has breakaway speed for the
long gains. The receiving corps are also
strong with senior Elijah Marshall (4.4
speed in 40) at split end and Jimmy Stowe
(6-3,221) at the tight-end spot.
The Wolfpack also use its backfield a lot
in generating a pass offense. The offensive
line is lacking experience from tackle to
tackle. Sophomore Jim Ritcher has
become a fine performer at the center
spot. The guards and tackles are riddled
by injury and this has caused some
members of the defensive unit to be moved
to the offensive line. At the end of spring
drills, senior Ed Callaway and junior Tim
Gillespie held the guard spots, while junior
Frank Hitt and soph Chris Dieterich were
listed at the tackles.
Quarterback Evans also handles the
punting at a 42.6 yards per kick average
and senior Jay Sherrill is second in the
ACC in scoring. Their kicking game must
be rated as a strong one. The Wolfpack is
leading the ACC in total offense (422 yards
per game) and rushing offense (285 yards
per game) and they hhave proved in their
first seven games that they can move the
football.
State's defense has not been overpowering, but it has held the opponents well
enough to win five games. Depth and experience are present at the defensive end
position. Sophs Joe Hannah and Marion
Gale are the probable starters, but

reserves are no problem. Sophs Bubba
Green (6-5, 272) and Simon Gupton (6-1,
252) will work at the tackles and only experience is lacking in both players and
their backups.
Senior A. W. Jenkins, a fearless pass
rusher, returns to start at middle guard for
the Pack defense. .. Linebacking will be
better than average for the Wolves with
junior Kyle Wescoe (first in tackles) and
Bill Cowher (second in tackles) drawing
the starting roles. Senior Richard Careter
and soph Woodrow Wilson return for
another year at the cornerbacks, and
substitutes are also experienced.
Strong safety is sturdy with senior Ralph
Stringer returning. He is also a very
dangerous kick-return specialist. Junior
Mike Nail holds down the free safety position. The Pack defense can be tough for the
opposition when it wants to be.
Coach Bo Rein stated earlier this week,
"The loss to North Carolina makes the
Clemson game take on a new perspective.
We must win that one." The Pack is 5-2, 31, while the Tigers stand at 5-1, 2-1. The
loser most likely will be knocked out of the
race for the championship. The winner will
strengthen its bid for the top spot in the
ACC.
This game will be as exciting as the
Virginia game was dull. The Pack will be
ready, the Tigers are rolling, and there
should be plenty of action to make this a
game to remember.
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sports
...While soccer Tigers shoot for number one
By Steve Ellis
Sports Writer
Normally there's not much of a story in
Clemson's soccer team national ranking,
not unless it drops out of the top six,
something coach I.M. Ibrahim says his
team hasn't done in the last six years in a
row.
But this week the Tigers' number-two
ranking, (although not unusual in itself)
coupled with St. Louis number one ranking
makes for a not so every day event this
Sunday, a regular season contest between
the nation's number one and number two
teams in the country.
According to Ibrahim."a match like this
happens only once in a few years. I can't
recall us being in this situation since we
became a nationally respected team."
"This will be our biggest game",
Ibrahim added. Appalachain State has
proven to be a big one since they are now
number two in the south and that game
probably decided the regional playoff
situation. But this has greater national importance and a win should reinforce our
number one ranking in the South.
"This is a big rivalry for us," Ibrahim
continued. "They have not beaten us in the
last three outings, and beat us just once in
74. But that really has nothing to do with
Sunday. St. Louis isn't going to come down
here and die.
Ibrahim believes that St. Louis's
schedule and team depth has been greatly
used to their advantage and is a major
reason why the
are so good.
"St. Louis has already played such ranked teams as San Francisco, Brown and
Cleveland State, Ibrahim stated. "They
have the depth that is required for such a
schedule. As for our game with them, St.
Louis is a physical team and we could be
expecting a more physical game than we
encountered the last two games."
About his 10-0 Tigers Ibrahim found
much to praise. "We're the only unbeaten
and untied team in the country," he cited.
"Our first-half play against North

Photo by Ingram

Carolina (Clemson won that game Sunday,
5-1) was the best our team has performed
all year. I think it was as good as soccer as
we could play."
Ibrahim is equally as pleased with his
team's attitude. "It's the best it has been
since 1973. They might not go as far as the
'73 team, but then again our attitude may
help us achieve something we've never
done before—win the national championship. But for Sunday, our problem is St.
Louis."
While Sunday's combat is an extremely
important for Ibrahim neither is it just
another game for St. Louis head coach

UPCOMING

PEP
RALLIES

Keogh. "I don't think there's any way you
can just call it another game. It's for the
national lead."

this year. The same basic group of players
are back from last year's good team. They
have a good understanding of each other.
Clemson definitely has an excellent team.

Additionally Keogh cited what he termed as a "revenge factor" as why it's not
just another game. "We played Clemson
twice in the last two years and haven't
won. There are six to seven players who
were on those losing teams and they really
want to win this."
Keogh expressed respect for the Clemson team saying, "The thing that scares
me most is their experienced team play

As for his own team, the St. Louis head
coach stated, "We're playing well. We
have a game against Quincy College Friday before we go to Clemson, so we don't
have a whole week to get ready for the
game.

Exceptionally compact,
lightweight and precise.
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HAPPINESS IS...
I

N.C. State-7:00p.m. Thursday
Banner contest everyone wear orange to the game!

Wake Forest 7:00p.m. Friday
Predict the score contest. Wear Halloween costumes

UNC 7:00p.m. Thursday
RIP THE LID OFF THE CAN-to be held in Johnstone Plaza

Notre Dame 12:00 Midnight Friday
Wear overalls to the Pep Rally & the Game

South Carolina 7:00p.m. Thursday
Rooster Roastin Bonfire and Funeral for the Gamecock

DON'T MISS 'EM-BE THERE

"Our game is a combination of defense
and offense and not a real emphasis on
either, "Keough continued. "My players
and I prefer natural turf when it's good, so
we're looking forward to playing on their
field. We feel we have a good chance to do
it, but it will be tough at their place.
Ibrahim, of course, is not as consevative
in his forecast. "I think we're the better
team, we're one hell of a ball club. We'll
play well and I think we will win it."
If Ibrahim's forecast is correct, the
Tigers should in next week's rankings be
number one. . .for the third time in three
years.
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Saving regularly
with payroll
deductions
through your
Credit Union.
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SALE PRICE
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List Price'32V

One ol the most compact and lightest full-size 35mm
SLRs in the world. With an extra bright viewfinder.
A revolutionary silicon cell meter that responds
to light tens of times faster. Full aperture metering.
Durable oil-less shutter.
Screw-in type of Praktica mount
to let you use your present
L
lenses. And much more.
■

CAMPUS CAMERA
Univ. Sq. Moll
24 HR. Color Prints
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Credit Union
University Mall
Clemson, SC
Columbia, SC

Phone 654-6545
252-8740

Discover your Credit Union We're doing more for you.
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Men's team wins Fall Tennis Classic again
Clemson claimed the third annual Fall
Tennis Classic by winning 75 per cent of its
matches here Sunday afternoon. The
Tigers upset nationally ranked North
Carolina State University and the University of South Carolina. The tournament
was climaxed with a 5-4 win over Clemson's rival USC. The Gamecocks led the
Tigers 4-2 with three matches remaining,
but Clemson won all the matches in three
set struggles. David Loder won .the final
match against Bob Kaplan, 4-6, 7-6, 6-4.
Coach Chuck Kriese stated after the tournament was completed, "I was very pleased with the outcome of the tournament,
and I credit the win to the consistent performance each day of my young team. All
of the coaches and teams worked very
hard to make this weekend a big success."
TEAM RESULTS
CLEMSON 1st
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 2nd
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 3rd
WAKE FOREST 4th
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 5th

The Clemson cross-country team picked
up two more wins last weekend to make
their record 7-1 so far this year. The meet
was held in Boone, N.C., where the conditions were very dry and cold.
Coach Colson left it up to his runner as to
whether or not to attend the meet. The running Tigers, setting their sights- for this
weekend's state championships at Furman University and the ACC championships Nov. 5 at UNC, were using the meet
as a workout and those who chose a little
competition to work out, went to the meet.
The Tigers' top three runners chose to sit
the meet out.
George Vogel took second place in the
meet, which gave him the honor of being
the Tigers' first man, with a tie of 31:54 for
the 10,000-meter race. He was followed by
Dave Geer in fourth, Dave Buechler in
sixth, Jeff Cosgrove in seventh, Lennie
Krichko in eighth, Mike Yawn in ninth and
Tom Rasch in 15th. The meet was originally scheduled to be a dual meet between
Clemson and Appalachian State but a late
entry, the North Carolina track club, also
ran the meet.
The Tigers, without their top three runners, easily ran over Appalachian State by
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After
a week-long
absense,
the Tiger once again
comes*forth
with its weekly predictions. It's a shame that last week's prophecies were not included for two reasons: no one on the entire
staff got below 6-4, and no one is presently below .500 now.
Holding the lead by himself for the first time ever is Steve
(Red Hot) Matthews, the Tiger's award-winning editorial
writer. Second comes Thorn Taylor and Steve Ellis, only one
game back, while temporarily exiled leader Chick Jacobs and
slowly sinking Barbara Pinder are tied for third.
Slowly climbing the list is Nat (A.J.) Padget. Even Cobb
(you mean Randolph-Macon lost?) Oxford has climbed out of
the pit he dug early this season and is no longer alone in last
place. His efforts have earned him the right to pick this week's
games, listed below. Watch as the Tiger's indomitable staff
pulls out another week of winners:

a score of 19-40, almost-a shutout, and beat
the North Carolina track club 23-37.
The running Tigers will face a strong
Furman team this weekend in their battle
for the state championship. The meet will
be held Saturday at 10 a.m. on the Furman
campus. Anyone wishing to see the Running Tigers in action but lacking transportation—call 656-6676.

Cross Country

GAMES:
N.C. State at Clemson
Duke at Maryland
California at UCLA
Arkansas at Houston
Auburn at Florida State
USC at UNC
Vandy at Ole Miss
Colorado at Nebraska
Kentucky at Georgia
S. Illinois at N. Illinois
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The 1977 "lo-Rec Softball champions are
Dewilla's Gorillas who defeated the Mercanaries 16-8 in the finals of a double
elimination play-off. Ole Norm's and Kappa Alpha Theta are in the women's finals
and Blue Hurricane, Mother's Finest, Beta
Blues, and Forestry are in the semi-finals
for the men's division. IFC Softball champions for fall, 1977, is Phi Delta Theta.
They defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon 7-3 in the
final game of the tournament.
All softball team deposits must be picked up by Friday, Oct. 21, or will be
forfeited.
Bill Morgenroth won the intramural
horseshoe tournament by defeating last
year's champion, John Dupre.
Carolina Marshall won the women's tennis singles with Wendy Leavens first
runner-up. Gary Maidment defeated John
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Baker to win the student men's division
and Joe Mullins defeated Buck McMorrin
in the graduate/faculty division championship.
The racquetball tournament is in progress with 22 student men, 3 women, and 20
graduate/faculty entrants.
The Clemson University women's
volleyball team competed in a
quadrangular meet at USC Tuesday. The
Lady Tigers won one match while dropping two.
In its first match, Clemson defeated
Presbyterian College in the sets, 15-11, 1315, 15-4. The Tigers then dropped straight
games to Erskine, 15-10, 15-10, and to
Carolina, 15-6,15-3.
The next home game for the Lady Tigers
was held Wednesday night, with Clemson
hosting USC-Spartanburg and Georgia.
Clemson defeated both teams in three
sets to run their record to 11-11 on the year.

WE WANT TO HELP
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GREEK NIGHT
All fraternities and sororities admitted free.

30(t Draft
Fri.:

"PRE-GAME VICTORY PARTY"
students admitted free with
presentation of ID card.
Drawing for a free case of beer.
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Best Disco In The Area
Ask For Our New Drink For Under
21s—with a kick
LUNCHEON SPECIAL:
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Lacrosse takes first win
The Clemson University Lacrosse Club
opened its fall season Oct. 15 with a win
over the University of South Carolina. The
final score was 25-14. The Tigers' win was
the result of team effort.
The contest started off rather slowly,
with the Tigers taking a 3-2 lead into the second quarter. However, this lead was
widened somewhat before the half.
During the third and fourth quarters, the
Tigers rallied to offset USC's largest scoring drive of the afternoon.
Spearheading the Tiger win was the
defensive work of Dennis Cook, Tommy
Marshall, Mike Pfabe and goalie Stu Kelly. Team captain Bryan Thomas played as
an alternate on both offense and defense.
Offensively, team coordination was evident as 16 of the 25 Tiger goals came on
assists. An assist is a pass from a teammate who initiates a scoring opportunity.
It also counts as a goal on individual
season records.
Bob Hogan had four goals and five
assists to lead the Tiger attack. Other
scores were notched by Chuck Woodhead
with six goals and one assist. Bryan

GO TIGERS

Show your spirit! Wear
this handcrafted pewter
belt buckle in support
of the TIGERS !

Thomas had three goals.
From the midfield positions, Buddy
Blide had eight goals and one assist,
followed by Paul Wachsmith with four
assists, and Chip Clausen with two goals.
Other scorers included Ohio Benzing and
Peter Everett with one goal. Stu Rasen,
Frank Ceva and Billy Hannah had one
assist each.
The lacrosse team will seek to up its
record to 2-0 on Oct. 22 when it hosts the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
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Ruggers drop first match
By John McManus
Special to the Tiger
HILTON HEAD — The Clemson University Rugby football Club was beaten last
weekend for the first time this fall. But it
took the U.S. Army to do the job.
On a bright cool Saturday morning, just
several hundred yards from the Atlantic
Ocean, Clemson's "A" side was beaten by
the Army team from Fort Benning, Ga.,
13-6. Clemson came back in the following
two games during the third annual Hilton
Head "High Spirits Rugby Classic" to
crush Atlanta Rugby Club 38-3 and Greenville 17-6.
The victories won the Tigers the consolation round of the tournament.
The Army team was awesomely big,
outweighing Clemson by 20 to 30 pounds
per man. Their jerseys sported the colors
black and blue. Their play explained why.
Crew-cut and scowling, the Army
players took offense when during Clemson's warm-up lap around the field, the
Tiger players counted cadence "right, left,
right. . ." And~ when Clemson broke into
song: "I don't want to join the Army. I
don't want to go to war. I'd rather hang
around Piccadilly Underground" and live

the
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tiger ^*
sports shop
654-1719
downtown

off the earnings of a high-born lady," a
traditional rugby ballad, scowls deeped on
square Army jaws.
The game opened ferociously with both
teams out to punish the other. Clemson
scored first and dominated the half 6-0. But
uncharacteristic mental lapses and
outright mistakes by the Tigers allowed
Army to score 13 unanswered points in the
second period.
The second half closed with clemson
regaining composure and the attack, but
time was too short to close the gap.
As Clemson's "Igor" Evans put it, "We
never lose, but sometimes we run out of
time."
Clemson's "B" side also lost last
weekend, to Georgia, 7-4. The Tiger "B"
team, reduced to 11 players — 15 are needed for a full side — had to borrow extra
players from the Athens club. The "B"
side lost several key players last weekend
against Emory with injuries. Others who
normally play with the side traveled to
Hilton Head with the "A" team.
Because the "A" side handily defeated
Greenville on Sunday and Greenville was
the scheduled opponent for the Tigers this
Saturday, a party but no game is planned
this weekend.
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THE CLEMSON WOMEN'S field hockey team dropped its first home match of the
year to Furman by a score of 5-1. The only Tiger goal was scored by Kathy Ross. The
lady Tigers have another home game Sunday against Georgia.

Want to know everyone
else's business?
Join the Tiger and get the imprinted stories.

WSBF presents Sport
Spotlight each Monday
through Thursday at 6 p.m.

The CORPORATION
Proudly Presents

ELI
"The Most Fantastic Performance You 11 Ever See"
Wednesday, Oct. 26 Only!!
$3.00 Cover with student ID
Appearing This Thurs., Fri., & Sat.:
Willie B. Nimble
Cover: $1.00 Thurs., $2.00 Fri. & Sat.
(with student ID)
Highway 93 Shopping Center
Clemson

CORPORATE
CAFE
Now Open For Lunches Daily
11:30 AM—1:30 PM
6:00 PM—Midnight
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